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The Sport Management 
Alliance will have its second 
annual sports collectibles 
show Sunday, Nov. 24 in the 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Art faculty exhibition: 
Works by more than 20 
faculty members will be 
showcased in the annual 
School of Art Faculty Exhi- 
bition at Bowling Green 
State University. 
The exhibition will be on 
display Sunday through 
Dec. 18 at the University's 
Fine Arts Gallery. Gallery 
hours are 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Monday through Friday and 
2 to 5 p.m. Sunday. An open- 
ing reception for the artists 
and the public will be held 
from 2 to 4 p.m. Sunday. 
Pianist to perform: 
Pianist Jerome Rose, art- 
ist-in-residence at the Uni- 
versity will perform Sun- 
day, Nov. 24 at 8:00 p.m. in 
KobackerHall. 
Appearing with him in the 
concert will be his wife, pia- 
nist Maria Rose, and award- 
winning 15-year-old violinist 
Jason DePue, a freshman at 
Bowling Green High School. 
Happy birthday, 
George: 
In celebration of his 50th 
birthday, Curious George, 
the famous mischief- 
making monkey, will be at 
the University Bookstore to 
entertain children. 
Curious George, the man 
in the yellow hat and other 
storybook characters will 
provide entertainment from 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. today. 
The special event will fea- 
ture readings from many 
favorite children's books, 
video tape showings, bal- 
loons and free snacks for the 
children. In addition, a va- 
riety of prizes, including 
books and a grand prize 
Curious George stuffed 
animal will be given away. 
In conjunction with the 
event, children's books and 




On Sunday, Nov. 24 the 
Toledo Chapter of the Viet- 
nam Veterans of America 
will have its annual Holiday 
Jam. The fest will be at 
Roxanne's, located at 135 S. 
Byrne Road, just south of 
Hill Avenue. 
Doors will open at 2 p.m. 
and entertainment will con- 
tinue until 2 a.m. 
Tickets the day of the 
show will be $6, and ad- 
vance tickets can be pur- 




Here are the Ohio Lottery 
drawing selections made 
Thursday night: 
Pick 3 Numbers-.1-8-3 
Pick 4 Numbers: 6-7-1-6 
Cards: Seven of Hearts 
Ace of Clubs 
Four of Diamonds 
Three of Spades 




Today, partly sunny with 
the high 50 to 55. Light south 
winds. Tonight, variable 
cloudiness with the low in 
the mid 30s. 
A Cigarette To End All Cigarettes 
Dressed as a cigarette, a health educator from the Wellness 
Center talks about the hazards of smoking with freshmen Doug 
Mullett, Kate Mucharsky and Caryn Dennis in front of the Oak 
Ridge Cemetary Thursday afternoon. Asking not to be identified, 
The BG News/Tim Norman 
the health educator commented that encouraging students not to 
smoke and walking around campus dressed as a cigarette was 





by Christy Vargo 
contributing reporter 
The community will welcome 
Desert Storm veterans "Home 
for the Holidays" Saturday dur- 
ing its annual holiday parade. 
Starting at 10 a.m. Saturday, 83 
units will parade south down 
Main Street beginning on North 
Main just south of Poe Road. 
Eva Marie Saint, an University 
alumnus and Academy Award- 
winning actress, will serve as 
Grand Marshal, riding in a con- 
vertible down Main Street. 
Another out-of-towner named 
Santa Clans will join the actress 
in greeting the crowd, particular- 
ly young spectators. 
Santa Claus will greet children 
during the parade, and afterward 
at the Clazel Theater. 
The Clazel will show the movie 
"Home Alone" free for children 
as a holiday present. Show time is 
one-half hour after the parade 
ends. 
According to parade coor- 
dinator Joan Gordon, this year's 
parade is considerably larger 
than former parades. 
Seven to eight years ago the 
parade was small, with only 12-15 
units, she said. 
"It's exciting to see the parade 
grow each year, and we hope 
many people from Northwestern 
Ohio will come to Bowling Green 
to view the parade,'' Gordon said. 
Nine   high   school   marching 
a See PARADE, page six. 
Olscamp to take leave of absence 
by Aaron Dorksen 
administration reporter 
When students come back from 
winter break in January there 
will be a new acting University 
president. 
University President Paul Ols- 
camp will begin a paid, four- 
month leave of absence Jan. 1, 
turning over the duties of acting 
president to Eloise Clark, vice 
president of academic affairs. 
Olscamp will remain in close 
contact with the University and 
make important decisions, but 
his whereabouts and phone num- 
ber will remain a secret to all but 
secretary Mary Grant and chair- 
person of the Board of Trustees 
Richard Newlove. 
"Mary Grant has sworn to me 
"There's no point in going if I'm going to be 
called back here every other day, but if a 
crisis does arise I will come back 
immediately." 
—University President Paul Olscamp, 
that no matter what she will not 
give up my number," Olscamp 
said. 
Olscamp did say he will be 
within six hours of the University 
during his leave. He will be able 
to be reached by a fax machine 
and will have a weekly confer- 
ence call with the vice presidents 
and his executive assistant, Les- 
ter Barber, to keep up on Univer- 
sity business. 
"There's no point in going if 
I'm going to be called back here 
every other day, but if a crisis 
does arise I will come back im- 
mediately," he said. 
Barber said he believes the 
leave will do Olscamp good after 
serving as University president 
since 1982- 
"I think this will give him a 
chance to recharge his batter- 
ies," Barber said. During the 
leave the president said he hopes 
to "re-create" himself. 
Olscamp said the primary 
things he hopes to accomplish 
during his leave are to rest, get a 
lot of exercise, lose weight and 
pursue writings he has not had 
time to do. 
The president said he plans on 
working on his fifth book and also 
finishing a grant proposal which 
could bring the University a con- 
siderable amount of money. 
The University Board of 
Trustees voted to grant Olscamp 
the leave at its December meet- 
ing. The move was not made pub- 
lic. 
Traditionally,   University 
1>residents are given a one-year 
eave of absence after then- re- 
tirement, but Olscamp asked to 
take six months of his leave 
early. 
Olscamp's January leave was 
supposed to last six months, out 
he shortened the break to four 
months because of pressing busi- 
ness facing the University, in- 
cluding the state's budget crunch. 
"I nave been a University 
president for 17 years and I want- 
ed a leave," he said, adding he 
has never taken a leave during 
his time as the University presi- 
dent or while he was at western 
Washington University. 
Olscamp will take the remain- 
ing part of his leave following his 
retirement in 1994. 
Speaker to make mark at 
December commencement 
Virginia Marks, Distinguished 
Teaching Professor of Music, will 
be the speaker at the winter 
commencement exercises Dec. 
21. 
University President Paul Ols- 
camp will preside over the An- 
derson Arena program, during 
which about 1,000 students are 
expected to graduate. 
In addition to graduate and un- 
dergraduate courses, she has 
taught in the Creative Arts pro- 
gram and Summer Keyboard In- 
stitute. 
During her 18-year faculty ca- 
reer, Marks has earned the repu- 
tation as one of the University's 
top teachers. In addition to being 
a master teacher of piano she is 
highly regarded as a performer 
and an opera coach. 
Her performances have in- 
cluded being a solo pianist, 
chamber musician and accom- 
panist. She has also performed as 
a featured pianist with several 
symphony orchestras and has 
had recitals throughout the coun- 
try including the .milliard School 
of Music and the New England 
Conservatory. 
Marks received her bachelor's 
degree from Temple University 
and her master's degree from 
American University. She has 
also advanced her piano study 
with several masters including 
Leon Fleisher. 
North Korea pressured to 
end nuclear development 
byB.J.Lee 
The Associated Press 
SEOUL, South Korea — The United States will 
delay withdrawals of U.S. troops from South Korea 
to pressure North Korea to stop making nuclear 
weapons, Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney an- 
nounced Thursday. 
The announcement underscored growing U.S. 
concern about Communist North Korea's nuclear 
capability and its refusal to allow inspection of its 
nuclear and reprocessing facilities. 
North Korea denies any nuclear weapons pro- 
gram, but South Korean officials say the secretive 
nation could manufacture weapons-grade nuclear 
bombs in two or three years. U.S. officials say it 
could be sooner. 
Speaking at the end of two days of security talks 
with South Korea, Cheney said that troop cutbacks 
will be postponed "until the dangers and uncer- 
tainties of the North Korean nuclear program have 
been thoroughly addressed. 
"We are convinced that North Korea is develop- 
ing the capability to build a nuclear weapon," said 
Cheney, whose talks with South Korean officials 
focused on the North's nuclear weapons develop- 
ment. 
He spoke at a joint news conference with his 
South Korean counterpart, Lee Jong-koo. 
Under the new troop withdrawal plan, U.S. 




by Leslie Shepherd 
The Associated Press 
MOSCOW — The world's richest industrial democracies on 
Thursday gave the Soviet Union a reprieve from the bill collec- 
tors, deferring $3.6 billion in debt payments and offering new 
loans that would be secured by Soviet gold reserves. 
The agreement is aimed at allowing the Soviet Union to save 
it's traditionally good credit rating and gives it time and money 
to implement vital economic reforms. 
"The chance for real reform is now there," said David Mul- 
ford, U.S. representative at the Group of Seven talks with repub- 
lic officials. 
A communique signed at the end of the talks said eight of the 12 
remaining Soviet republics agreed to repay the entire foreign 
debt run up by the former Communist central government and to 
work with the International Monetary Fund to restructure the 
economy. 
Questions remained about the exact size of the foreign debt 
with estimates ranging from $65 billion to $100 billion. 
Mulford, a top Treasury Department official, said all coun- 
tries that lent money to the Soviet Union will be Invited to a 
meeting to calculate the amount of outstanding IOUs. They 
would also be asked to join the debt-relief plan by the Group of 
Seven - the United States, Japan, Germany, France, Britain. 
Italy and Canada. ^^ 
The plan allows the Soviet Union to defer payments on the 
principal of medium and long-term foreign debts until at least 
After a review at that point, the deferral will probably be ex- 
tended to the end of 1992, providing the republics make proffreaa 
on their promises to disband the old command economy and 
move to a free market system. 
Interest on the debt must continue to be paid. 
Mulford said the Soviet Union will be deferring payment on ac 
least $3.8 billion. «• w «™ «■ « 
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Ear to the ground... 
AIDS: since the Magic Johnson 
relevation. it has become the 
premier topic of backroom bar talk and 
residence nail debate. Never have so 
many been forced to consider a disease 
that once was dismissed as "a fag 
disease." But at the same time, misin- 
formation has spread as rampantly as 
groundless fear. 
In response, the hosts of "After 
Dark" - WBGU 88.1's talk show - 
chose the topic AIDS and STDs for 
Wednesday's show. With Dr. Josh Ka- 
plan, director of the University's 
Health Services, as guest speaker, a lot 
frank talk was guaranteed and de- 
livered. But at the same time, a lot of 
educating happened too. 
A big "word up" goes to the 
WBGU-FM crew repsonsible for the 
show and to Dr. Kaplan. We can only 
hope the future holds more of the same 
honest, open discussion in store. 
Unsung sports heroes of the Univer- 
sity, unite! The women's volleyball 
team, coached by Denise Van De 
Walle, may clinch the MAC title this 
weekend if they whup Miami and Ball 
State. Already guaranteed a tie in the 
MAC over OU and Kent last weekend, 
the spikers are going up against de- 
fending champs, the Miami Redskins 
and the powerhouse Kent Cardianals. 
If you call yourself of Falcon spirit, 
then get out to Anderson Arena Sunday 
and show your support. You talk the 
Falcon, MAC champ talk — but can you 
walk the Falcon, MAC champ walk? 
If you're like us, you're probably 
thinking to yourself right now "How 
can I support the homeless of Wood 
County and also listen to some of the 
best local music talent BG has to offer 
in one fell swoop?!!" Fortuantely for 
you, such a chance awaits you this 
weekend, when WBGU-FM and the 
Homeless Awareness Project host the 
second annual Home-Aid Original Mu- 
sic Festival. 
The money raised last year was giv- 
en to The Link and was used to give 
shelter to some of Wood County's 
homeless. Contributions of food and 
clothing will also be accepted at the 
concert, set for 7 p.m. in the Northeast 
Commons. Doors open at 6 p.m.. Ad- 
mission is only $3. Where else in Amer- 
ica can you enjoy the best of local rock 
and also do something for your fellow 
man? See ya there, teenbeats! 
• 
The Oliver Stone film "JFK" is due 
out by Christmas. TV shows like "NO- 
VA" and "Nightliue" are also jumping 
on the JFK hype tip with shows about 
the assassination. Meanwhile Spike 
Lee is working (some say butchering) 
the legacy of Malcolm X with a film of 
his own. 
The lesson we, the children of the 
BO's, have learned from this? That if 
you're a cultural icon and a hero to a 
generation, you eventually wind up 
part of the yippie-turned-yuppie hype 
machine that markets memories. That 
the lessons of our heroes are only as 
valuable as their T-shirt slogans and 
Saturday morning cartoons. 
Gosh, and it is wondered why our 
generation has cynicism running 
through its veins... 
• 
We live in a relatively safe and se- 
cure (perhaps even sheltered) town. 
Sure, there are problems with cops and 
landlords occasionally, but all in all, we 
have it a lot better than most of the 
world's people. 
Our nation is as free and equal as any 
nation has ever been. We are not per- 
fect, but we're always climbing, al- 
ways trying. 
We're getting educations, growing as 
Seople. And while we may be perpeuia- 
y poor, we still are a lot better off than 
most. 
Just a few thoughts to remember 
next Thursday, when it's time to give 
thanks for what we've got. 
Peace to you all and Happy Thanks- 
giving. 
Publish, perish or cross-train 
<s STFVE BARCDILI 
My two favorite sports are run- 
ning and cycling. It keeps me 
thin, though I've been lacking in 
the department of exercise lately. 
The only bad part about the two 
is I'm not very good at either one. 
Needless to say, I don't enter 
much competition, yet I still do a 
lot on my own. 
I remember one Saturday 
morning when I decided to cycle 
to St. Mary's, which is about sev- 
en miles from my home town. 
Then, I ran three miles and cy- 
cled back. I did pretty well for be- 
ing as slow as I am, and you can 
probably imagine how exhausted 
I was when I returned home. I 
went straight to the covers and 
pillows on my bed. My snores 
engulfed the house, warning 
everyone to keep quiet for Ste- 
phen was asleep. 
I ended up sleeping for about 
two hours or so before I heard my 
brother coming up the stairs. For 
some unkown reason he was 
shouting, 'Stephen! You're pub- 
lished ! You're published!' 
I rolled over, mumbling some 
type of obscenity at him. Then, I 
proceeded to try and get back to 
sleep. It wasn't very long before 
my brother was at my side shout- 
ing, 'Stephen! You're published! 
You're published!' again. 
I wasn't fully awake, but I was 
awake enough to give him a good 
belt in the stomach. 
'Fine,' he said and threw an en- 
velope in my face as he left my 
sight. 
I smiled to myself, knowing 
that I had won the right to sleep 
as long as I wished. But I couldn t 
get to sleep. I lied there in bed for 
a few minutes trying to come up 
with a reason for why I had hit 
my brother. He didn't really do 
anything bad. He was just annoy- 
ing, like always. I couldn't come 
up with a reason though. All I 
could do is glance at the evil enve- 
lope that started all the ruckus in 
the first place. 
There was a gold sticker on the 
front of the vanilla white enve- 
lope. It read, 'Congratulations. 
Your poem has been selected to 
appear in our anthology.' I read it 
again, and again. And every time 
I read it, I remained always in 
complete and utter amazement. 
What happened to my brother? 
Well, I never did say I was sorry 
for hitting him. He faded into the 
background. He joined the cele- 
bration, and he didn't seem to 
mind much about being hit. I 
guess that's brotherly love. A 
word seldom spoken, but always 
shown through roughness — 
where sorry is never said, though 
it should be. 
Steve Bargdill, who hasn't hit 
his brother since that one Satur- 
day morning, swears up and 
down to us that he's not brown 
nosing the editors here at The BG 
News. 
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Ain't no intellectual or nuthin' 
The deplorable state of idu.. .eduka.. .smarts today 
a CONNELL BARRETT 
I'm no genius, but I do consider 
myself a relatively intelligent, 
semi-intellectual person. Why, if 
you were to walk down the street 
with me, you'd most definitely 
hear people utter, "Hey, there 
goes Connell Barrett, a relatively 
intelligent, semi-intellectual per- 
son, who's the geek with him?" 
But I've recenUy become more 
than a little concerned about the 
state of education in this nation, 
especially if I can squeeze a col- 
umn out of it. 
As you may or may not be 
aware, American students have 
consistently scored lower on 
standardized tests than European 
students, Asian students, and the 
majority of oceanic fungus. 
I'm referring to a 1988 study by 
Jon D. Miller, director of the Pub- 
lic Opinion Laboratory (or 
"NAACP") at the Social Science 
Research Institute of Northern Il- 
linois University (or "The Big 
Apple") in which, after surveying 
2,000 American adults, he came 
to the conclusion that "the vast 
majority of United States citizens 
have the intellectual capacity and 
cerebral capability of cotton 
swabs or, at best, rutabagas. 
That's tops, though!" 
I, for one, don t feel it's neces- 
sary to insult rutabagas in such a 
fashion, but here are some find- 
ings: 
•In the subject of history, 74 
percent of those surveyed said 
they believed World War II began 
on December 7th, 1941 when, in 
efforts to gain a military advan- 
tage in the Pacific theater, the 
Japanese bombed Pearl Bailey. 
•When asked to explain the 
identity of Teddy Kennedy, 56 
percent referred to him as "a 
western omelette." 
•The mandrake is a poisonous 
Letters to the Editor 
Filter GOP facts 
from false fiction 
The BG News: 
My, my, my. Jealousy rears its 
ugly head. How green the Demo- 
crats are these days. Green with 
envy, that is. It is such a shame 
that a student group would stoop 
so low, below the horizon  of 
Cofessionalism, and resort to 
ctics reserved for immature 
children full of resentment. 
I am referring to the absurd 
classified ads that were placed in 
The BG News on Nov. 19,1991. 
Although there were several, 
the most erroneous of them all 
was the one implying that all Re- 
publicans are like David Duke. 
David Duke is a racist. Plain 
and simple. 
President Bush and other Re- 
publicans across the United 
States denounced Duke and gave 
their support to the Democratic 
candidate. The BG College Re- 
publicans even sent a press 
release to The BG News con- 
demning him. (It must have got- 
ten lost in the long journey to 
West Hall, since it was never 
plant of the nightshade family 
which can be found in several 
parts of the South American rain 
forests. 
Need I say more? 
So, basically, we're being told 
that, as a nation, we're getting 
more stupid, whereas the rest of 
the world is getting more stupid 
less quickly. I think the reason tor 
this harks back to grade school 
when we'd be forced to learn 
completely unimportant subjects 
and properties, the most obvious 
of which is: mathematics. 
This science, as a whole, is an 
irrevocably, unreservedly use- 
less waste of American time and 
money, not unlike the Senate. 
Mathematics (which has been 
given   the   colorful   nickname 
Math") seems to be an inven- 
tion designed to take up countless 
hours of one's childhood, frustrat- 
ing innocent, impressionable 
youths in the hope that, someday, 
a situation will arise in his or her 
life in which mathematical laws 
can be applied and put to good 
use, which will, of course, never 
happen. 
I'm not talking about short di- 
vision and simple subtraction; 
those are O.K. We need those so 
we can cheat on our taxes with 
less effort. I'm referring to proofs 
and inequalities and rhomboid 
eiralellosquares and asparagus 
iangles, etc. I find it hard to see 
a normal, everyday occurrence 
— such as a guy choking on a 
chicken bone — taking place in 
which mathematics could possi- 
bly serve in any possible positive 
manner: 
BYSTANDER: So, the lady 
says to the priest, "I told you! 
Stay away from my gerbil. Weil, I 
guess you just nad to be 
there...Hey, that guy grasping 
violently at his throat and making 
those "Glaaaarg" noises appears 
to be choking on a chicken bone. 
GUY CHOKING: 
GLAAAAAARGG! 
BYSTANDER: Oh, for the 
LOVE OF GOD! Is there a math- 
ematician in the house? Anyone? 
Who here knows how to graph an 
inequality? Does ANYONE care? 
Oh, for the love of God! 
printed.) 
Fortunately, college students 
are adults and able to see through 
the Democrats' infantile rhetoric. 
Do not worry, students, for 
there still remains a professional, 
upstanding, positive student po- 
litical group on campus called the 
College Republicans. 
Perhaps you have heard of us. 
Not only did we successfully 
campaign for Wes Hoffman for 
mayor and Scott Ziance for city 
council, but we were also a major 
factor in the registering of 4,500 
students on this campus. 
Aside from the November elec- 
tions, the College Republicans 
recently held a career day in 
which prospective political sci- 
ence majors and other undecided 
students were able to hear firsth- 
and political careers from State 
Representative Randall Gardner 
and Tim Brown and district rep- 
resentative for U.S. Con- 
gressperson Paul Gilmor. 
The College Republicans will 
also be conducting a campus wide 
food drive for the needy families 
of Wood County this December. 
What have the College Demo- 
crats done so far this year, be- 
< 
(Tall, handsome math teacher 
stands up.) 
MATH TEACHER: I'm a tall, 
handsome math teacher. 
BYSTANDER: This man's 
choking. 
MATH TEACHER: Stand 
back! I'll have to use the graph 
paper. 
Another possible explanation 
for the discrepancy in world edu- 
cation may be the makeup of the 
tests themselves. I don't know 
what it's like over there in Hong 
Kong, Japan (or whatever), but 
here, it's the ambiguities of ex- 
amination questions that make it 
nearly impossible to cheat, let 
alone get a good, honest grade. 
The answer should be clear, not 
confusing: 
Answer the following by cir- 
cling one (1) answer: 
1. The Civil War was: 
a) bloody 
b) really bloody 
c) bloody but not all THAT 
bloody 
d) okay, pretty bloody after all 
e) some of the above 
f i;i and c only 
g) i before e except after c, ex- 
cept February which has 2& 
Unfortunately, the alternative 
to objective tests are exams in 
essay form, and our decadent, 
pig-devil instructors expect hand- 
written novellas: 
IVace and explain the concep- 
tion and growth of the entire uni- 
verse and all its components, 
along with the advancement of 
every form of life known and not 
known to modern science (in- 
clude accurate diagram of the 
Milky Way). Extra credit: Quote 
the Old Testament verbatim. 
"Can we do something?" you 
ask. "Is there a way in which we 
can seek out, identify and rectify 
this blight on our nation?" you 
ask. Well, I'm sure you'll find the 
answer to that question is, un- 
doubtedly : either yes or know. 
I'm too busy deciding what 
courses I'll be retaking next se- 
mester. 
Connell Barrett, a sophomore 
majoring in journalism, writes a 
weekly column for The News, but 
what business is it of yours? 
sides losing both elections they 
campaigned for this year (Tin- 
ker, Davidson)? The College 
Democrats have done absolutely 
nothing. Nothing! And they have 
the audacity to criticize us. 
Fortunately for BGSU, the only 
retaliation we will conduct is to 
ignore the College Democrats 
and let them play their little 
games and waste their money. 
One tends to wonder, though. A 
week after Mike Cook assumed 
the reigns of the College Demo- 
crats, do the Democrats wish 
they had a president like Dwayne 
Sattler? Too bad, College Repub- 
licans already have him. It looks 
like the College Democrats will 
have to settle for whatever 
crawls into their meetings. 
Have fun. Democrats. You're 
going solo on this one. 
The College Republicans will 
not have enough time to spread 
negative news across campus. 
We'll be busy planning spring ac- 
tivities in a positive way. 
Dave Dor land 
Junior 
Business 
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The BG News: 
When I decided to attend this 
University. I knew that there 
would be obstacles that I would 
undoubtedly have to hurdle. 
However, I did not realize pre- 
judice truly existed in the 
minds and hearts of a great 
many people. Therefore, I nave 
come to the conclusion that, as 
an African-American student, 
member of Delta Sigma Theta 
Sorority and president of Black 
Greek Council, it is time to rep- 
sond to all of the articles and ed- 
itorials written about Phi Beta 
Sigma Fraternity, a member 
organization of Black Greek 
Council and the situation sur- 
rounding the support that the 
Intel-fraternity Council has not 
yet given Phi Beta Sigma. 
For the past several weeks, I 
have observed and have had to 
deal with the hatred and ignor- 
ance that my ancestors had to 
deal with. However, I am not as 
patient and forgiving as they 
were. When the president and 
the members of Phi Beta Sigma 
informed me of what was going 
on, I took immediate steps to 
make sure that they had the 
emotional, spiritual and (if 
necessary) the monetary sup- 
port of Black Greek Council. I 
did this because when some- 
thing of this magnitude occurs, 
support from one's own people 
is of the utmost importance, 
and also because it was for this 
reason that Black Greek Coun- 
cil was established. 
Although Phi Beta Sigma is a 
member of Black Greek Coun- 
cil, they are also members of 
the Interfraternity Council 
(IFC). However, the Inter- 
fraternity Council chose to sup- 
port them only on "paper." 
That is, for lack of a better 
word, ridiculous. 
In the editorial seciton Nov. 
20 ("IFC needs to see all sides 
of issue"), Dean Thompson 
asked "How can IFC be expect- 
ed to take a stand on the issues 
when they don't have all the 
facts?" Well, to Dean Thomp- 
son, the rest of IFC and those 
who still don't have "all the 
facts," you could have attended 
one of the meetings that were 
held in the Board of Black Cul- 
tural Affairs office the week of 
our protests; or better yet, you 
could have gone to Campus 
Safety and obtained the report 
yourselves, since according to 
the Sunshine Laws of the State 
of Ohio the report was public 
knowledge. 
However, once again, you 
(the members of IFC) chose not 
to do anything in hopes that this 
controversial issue would not 
push you to take a stand in sup- 
port of Phi Beta Sigma and 
against this University from 
which you get some type of 
monetary support. It is totally 
appalling and one reason why 
there is a serious need and de- 
sire among the members of 
Black GreeK Council and to be- 
come a part of the National 
Panhellenic Council. 
This is not an attack on IFC. 
However, I do believe that there 
comes a time in one's life when 
a man has to stand up and be a 
man, regardless of how people 
may think of him in the end for 
doing so. At the present time, it 
does not appear to me that 




Do you think 
black greeks 
should be allowed 
to seperate from 
IFC/Panhel? 
Rape burden on myn as often as we urge womyn not to place themselves in cir- 
-■_„ _______ _.__J__   cumstances which would allow the wrong gender them to be raped 
The BG News: 
Regarding the editorial "Pre- 
vent rape, assault with common 
sense precautions" in the Nov. 20 
edition of The BG News, how 
about "equal time?" In addition 
to admonishing womyn to "pre- 
vent rape," how about equally 
admonishing men not to rape 
womyn? What a concept! Or, is it 
just too bizarre to consider re- 
S Hiring men to take responsibility 
or their behavior? Would it be 
too strange, for example, to 
suggest to testosterone-crazed 
males that they stay home, that 
they avoid the possibility of being 
in the presence of a woman, 
knowing they lack the integrity to 
restrain themsleves from acting 
out their hostility toward wo- 
myn? 
In our misogynistic society, it is 
clear that womyn must take pre- 
cautions. However, womyn don't 
3irevent rape" by not going out 
one, etc. What we are actually 
doing by using "common sense ' 
is not providing the the opportuni- 
ty for some male suffering from 
testosterone poisoning to violen- 
tly abuse us. Men prevent rape by 
not raping. All I'm suggesting is 
that we urge men not to rape wo- 
Nicole Beckwith, junior special 
education major from Cincinnati, 
OH. 
Yes, if the Black Greek Council 
feels that they would benefit from 
separating from IFC/Panhel, 
then I believe they should have 
that choice. However, I feel that 
joint meetings would be neces- 
sary in order to keep the two 
councils from separating further. 
Patricia Wise 
Secretary 
Dean of Education's Office 
AIDS: America's 
shot in the arm 
The BG News: 
I suppose I'm as baffled by the 
recent Wilt Chamberlain/Magic 
Johnson revelations as anyone 
(save for Ray Browne) over SO. 
But perhaps childhood recollec- 
tions from down on the farm are a 
little less backward than they 
might have seemed. There were 
several of my high school ac- 
quaintances who saw the end of 
an old man's shotgun when they 
got his daughter pregnant. 
Whatever liberal activists might 
say about the notion of "her old 
man's shotgun," even they will 
have to admit it was a pretty 
strong deterent. 
American society is reaping the 
benefits of years worth of rights 
without responsibility. We will all 
Sy the bill for this late 20th cen- 
■y American decadence. Safe 
sex campaigns are a cop out. 
They will never stop the raging 
AIDS epidemic and the untold 
children without fathers. 
The notion of non-promiscuity 
was not deigned solely from 
above. There are some pretty 
Eradical reasons. Perhaps it will 
ike society becoming more 
backward again to bring the two 
raging social ills of our time in 





Cedrlc Lewis, junior sport 
management major from Cleve- 
land, OH. 
Yes, I personally believe it is an 
issue of governance, not of separ- 
ation. NPHC was founded in the 
1930's and since the Black Greek 
organizations are a part of it 
nationally, we should belong to 
the National Pan Hellenic Council 
as a local chapter as well. 
Lauren Turk, senior EPCO 
major from Solon, OH. 
Yes, I believe they should be al- 
lowed, as long as there is still 
communication between all par- 
ties. Joint meetings should be 
held, or at least meetings be- 
tween presidents so we can keep 
a positive communication. 
W. Eric Bishnff, sophomore 
sports management major from 
Dublin, OH. 
Yes, I believe that the differ- 
ences between black greek organ- 
izations and predominately white 
greek organizations warrants se- 
paration. The Black Greek Coun- 
cil will benefit from repre- 
sentation in the national organi- 
zation they are trying to enter. 
Research 
'Lupe': comedy 
or just ignorance? 
The BG News: 
The ignorance on this campus 
never ceases to amaze me! After 
reading about "Lupe Suarez' 
(Nov. 18, The BG News, "Lupe's 
legend alive on Falcons' defen- 
se '), I was very angered and 
wondered how such a racist piece 
could appear in The BG News. All 
I came up with was plain I-G-N- 
0-R-A-N<>E!! I realize (or at 
least hope) that the football team 
may not have intended to demean 
people of hispanic descent, but 
the stereotypical article did just 
that! 
What was the purpose of the ar- 
ticle? Was it supposed to be 
humorous? I failed to see the 
humor in it. I am sure other his- 
panic readers like myself did not 
think it was humorous either. 
Some might think I am making 
a big deal out of something that 
was not intended to hurt anyone. 
You are wrong. Some might think 
racism does not exist on this 
campus. Wake up! It does exist 
and will continue to exist if stupid 
mistakes like this continue to 
happen. 
Does a trip to Cali give you the 
right to be insensitive to others? 




WILL "THE HOUSE THAT   ROARS" COME ALIVE TONIGHT? 
All students with NDSL, Perkins or Nursing student loans 
graduating or leaving BGSU at the end of Fall semester 1991 are 
required to attend an exit interview 
Please plan to attend one of the following Student Loan Exit 
Interviews held in West Hall, Room 121: 
Monday. November 25 1:30 p.m. 
Monday. November 25 6:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, December 4 1:30 p.m. 
Thursday, December 5 6:00 p.m. 
Contact the Student Loan Collection Office at 372-8112 should you 
have any questions. 
AZ-  \4>DATE DASH! 
Hey - Grab your Merry men! 














uno  uno  uno  uno  uno  uno 
LET (¥&£§) TAKE YOU AWAY! 
NUTCRACKER BALLET 
Saturday Dec 7 
Leave 3:00 pm Return 8:00 pm 
Only S20.00 for ticket 
and transportation 
TOLEDO ZOO FESTIVAL OF V|GHTS 
Come see the animals and light show! 
I WHEN: Wednesday Dec 4 
[COST: $6.00 ticket & transportation 
SIGN UP FOR A GREAT TIME in 
(US© office, 3rd floor Union, call 
372-2343. DO IT NOW! 
ARE YOU STRESSED? 
Then (Irjj^f) Mini Courses are for you! 
STRESS RELIEF MASSAGE 





from the Well 
Tuesday. Dec. 3 
7:30-9:30 p.m. 
S5.00 per person 
Learn to RUB 
people the right 
way! 
MUST HAVE A 
PARTNER 
Sign up for these awesome minicourses 
in the UAO office, 3rd floor Union 
Call 372-2343 for more information! 
uno  uno  uno  uno  uno  uno 
Discover Kinko's ^ 
for better ways to 
present yourself. 
Go beyond the ordinary and 
make a lasting Impression at 
your next presentation 
with the help of Kinko's. 
</ Create eye-catching 
full color copies and 
overheads 
y Present professionally 
bound materials 
</ Organize your material 




Bring this coupon Into the Kinko's listed and receive one 
FREE lull color transparency. Resizing costs extra. One 
coupon per customer. Not valid with any other oiler. 
Good through December 30. 1991 
Open 24 Hours 
354-3977 
115 Railroad St. 
(Behind Myles Pizza) 
kinko's 
the copy center 
II 111 II III I Mil II I I OR 
.»-«:_ 
Holiday Greetings! 
Create you' own holiday cards ».... 
you' >a»o'<te color photo and one o* 
tneae apeoai greeimgt Ash ua for 
ordering information 
= BLUE RIBBON PHOTO 5 
EACH ORE ETINO IS FULL COLOR 
ENVELOPES INCLUDED 
12 for $6" 
25 For 11.95 
50 For 21.95 
100 For 39.00 
Over 500 — 30* Ea. 
1 From same color negative • Sid glossy finish 
Add $4.00 for negative from slide or non-copyrighted 
print 
Name imprinting 10.00 
Note: Cards can be signed with marker pen 
1 HR. COLOR FILM PROCESSING 
AVAILABLE AT BOWLING GREEN 
Monday-Friday 9-8; Saturday 0-5; Sunday 12-5 
YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY 
iBLCJERIBBON PHOTO: 
FILM  DEVELOPING • CAMERAS • VIDEO 
157 N. Main, B.G. 55£, 
llllllll 
Kennedy remembered 
PACE FOUR The BG News FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1991 
Anniversary elicits 
painful memories 
by Doug Baker 
general assignment reporter 
Twenty-eight years ago today, 
President John F. Kennedy was 
assassinated while riding in a 
motorcade in Dallas. 
Records show the reactions of 
University students were similar 
to the reactions around the world. 
Students gathered in St. Tho- 
mas Moore chapel to pray. Many 
classes and some tests were can- 
celed. The University Theatre 
production of "Death of a Sales- 
man" was postponed. 
Amazingly enough, however, 
the Bowling Green-Xavier foot- 
ball game went on as scheduled. 
In response to a request from 
students, University President 
William T. Jerome cancelled 
classes the Monday after Kenne- 
dy's Friday assassination, and 
said the campus would be in 
mourning that day. 
The assassination was only the 
first event of a weekend that be- 
came imprinted on the memory 
of the nation 
According to Paul Henggeler, 
the author of "In His Steps: Lyn- 
don Johnson and the Kennedy 
Mystique," 95 percent of those 
Americans over the age of five at 
the time of the assassination re- 
member exactly what they were 
doing when thev heard the presi- 
dent nad been shot. 
This statistic holds true with 
some members of the Bowling 
Green community. These are 
their recollections: 
University President Paul Ols- 
camp: "I will never forget that 
day. It was rainy and cloudy. I 
was on the faculty at Ohio State 
University. I came out of my 
class and noticed a workman 
lowering the flag to half mast. I 
iust thought that somebody at the 
University had died. I went into 
my office and started to type 
when one of my colleagues came 
in and said, 'Haven't you heard? 
The president has been shot.' The 
president of Ohio State at the 
time was a man named Novice 
Fawcett, and I said, 'Who would 
want to shoot Fawcett?' I was in 
love with Camelot [a name given 
to the Kennedy presidency]. I 
never got over it. The difference 
"I was getting ready 
to go out and 
celebrate my 
birthday, which was 
the 21st. After we 
heard he had been 
shot, we didn't go." 
—Danilda Lee, 
University librarian 
between Kennedy and Johnson 
was the difference between a 
martini and a sarsaparilla. I 
never missed a Kennedy press 
conference — he was so witty, so 
bright, so quick on his feet. It was 
a great time. I saw Ruby shoot 
Oswald in front of us all live and 
we thought the world was coming 
to an end." 
Ed Miller, mayor of Bowling 
Green: "I was at the Massey 
Ferguson dealership in Greenvi- 
lle, Ohio. Needless to say, we 
were very shocked. We listened to 
the radio for the rest of the after- 
noon and on the drive back up to 
Bowling Green." 
Ray Laakanlemi, associate 
professor of journalism: "I was 
in public relations at Ohio North- 
ern. My boss came in and said the 
president had been shot. I went 
out to my '59 Buick and turned on 
the radio. The announcer said in a 
somber voice, 'Ladies and 
gentlemen the president of the 
United States is ...' and at that 
very moment my radio went 
dead." 
Gary Blaekney, bead football 
coach: "I was in my freshman 
year at the University of Connec- 
ticut getting ready to go out to 
football practice. We were dev- 
astated when the word came 
down." 
Danilda Lee, University librar- 
ian: "I was getting ready to go 
out and celebrate my birthday, 
which was the 21st. After we 
heard he had been shot, we didn't 
go" 
coert«y of Public Relations 
On Sept. 18,1959, Massachusettes state Senator John F. Kennedy 
visted the University and spoke to 1,500 people in Univeristy 
Hall. The speech was part of an attempt to gain support for a 
1960's Democratic presidential bid. 
Author discusses 
Kennedy's legacy 
by Dong Baker 
general assignment reporter 
Paul Henggeler doesn't need to 
be told today is the 28th anniver- 
sary of President John F. Kenne- 
dy's assassination. 
Henggeler is the author of one 
book about Kennedy and is work- 
ing on another one. He knows a 
great deal of what tranpsired on 
Nov. 22, 1963 and the Kennedy 
myth that followed. 
On Sunday morning, Nov. 24, 
Jack Ruby shot the president's 
accused assassin, Lee Harvey 
Oswald, on national television as 
Oswald was being transferred 
from the basement of the Dallas 
jail. 
The president's funeral was on 
Monday, and a national television 
audience watched the president's 
coffin being slowly pulled from 
have been a disaster. 
"He didn't have to face the 
tough problems. In '64 he would 
luve had to deal with civil rights 
and Vietnam," Henggeler said. 
"Had he lived, his faults would 
have become much clearer." 
Henggeler said reports that 
Kennedy was going to withdraw 
from Vietnam are exaggerated. 
"There is very little evidence to 
support withdraw!," Henggeler 
said. "I don't think Kennedy 
knew what he was going to do." 
The assassination alone has not 
been responsible for the elevation 
of Kennedy, Henggeler said. 
"If it was just the fact that he 
died in office, then why don't we 
acknowledge the anniversary of 
Harding's death, or McKinley's, 
or even Lincoln's?" Henggeler 
said. 
Kennedy's own image man- 
agement had a lot to do with his 
"If it was just the fact that he died in office, 
then why don't we acknowledge the 
anniversary of Harding's death, or 
McKinley's, or even Lincoln's?" 
—Paul Henggeler, author 
the Capitol building to Arlington 
Cemetery to the slow beat of muf- 
fled drums. 
The nation witnessed the 
President's son give his father a 
final salute as his flag-draped 
coffin rolled by. 
The aura of Kennedy glows as 
brightly as ever, and why the 
Kennedy legacy receives so much 
attention remains a mystery. 
According to Henggeler, author 
of "In His Steps: Lyndon Johnson 
and the Kennedy Mystique," the 
transformation of Kennedy from 
a president with waning populari- 
ty in the summer of '63 to a 
national icon has been the result 
of many factors. 
"Politically, [the assassina- 
tion] left the Kennedy presidency 
unfinished," Henggeler said. 
"People felt cheated out of some- 
thing." 
Henggeler, who is working on 
another book titled "After Came- 
lot: American Politics in the Age 
of Kennedy," said he believes a 
second term for Kennedy would 
popularity, as well as the ability 
of the Kennedy family to sup- 
press negative reports about the 
former president, Henggler said. 
"Politics since Kennedy has 
become a celebrification process. 
He was the first modern political 
celebrity," Henggeler said. 
"Kennedy doesn't really have a 
cause to be associated with. He 
was popular because of an 
image." 
Henggeler used the example 
that Kennedy had to be dragged 
kicking and screaming into the 
civil rights movement. 
"He didn't want Martin Luther 
King to come to Washington in 
the summer of 1963, but when he 
realized he couldn't stop it he 
jumped on the bandwagon," 
Henggeler said. "I don't think 
Kennedy understood what the 
civil rights movement was about. 
He could not understand southern 
culture at all." 
Despite the efforts of the Ken 
D See KENNEDY, page five. 




Close To Campus: 
•it    E. Merry Avenue Apts 
•b    Field Manor Apts 
it    Miscellaneous too! 
Call for more info 352-0717 










AFRIKAN AMERICAN HOLIDAY CELEBRATION 
Come Celebrate this Glorious Holiday 
of 
PEACE* LOVE, 
HAPPINESS. AND JOY 
ON SUNDAY. DECEMBER 8th 
AT TOWERS INN. 2pm 
(WUNCH SIBVID   UMITTD HATING. 
BMIYI mill MAI »l I1W1 |V MOV  Ml 
Gu«st Speaker.d^v.  0uu4a G^eese 
UNIT* 
• II '   f> 7 ' H Ml V ' TIOS 
COLLECTIVE  WOK A  A 




•   HI   \II\II < 
FAITH 











10:30-2:30 St. Thomas More Church 
Proceeds to benefit: PROJECT HOPE 
10% Discount for all Students, Faculty, & Staff with valid University I.D. 
BRAKE SPECIAL 
Install pads, inspect hy- 
draulic system. Metollic 
pads extra.   Rood test. 
(49 95 




Checks all belts, 






SA    95 




4 CYL 37.93 
6CYL. 41.93 
8 CYL. 44.93 
Includes Plugs, Setting 
Timing.Carburetor & Points Where 
Necessary.  Coll for Appointment 
Expims 12/31/91 
[ WRIGHT TIRE & AUTO MUST PRESENT COUPONS FOR SPECIAL PRICES Scrvtc* Horn: NoCl-M. t «.m -10 p.m.; Sun. 10 •.m-7 pM. HU*4mCnmc*+lttllpll4 STADIUM VIEW irSUNOCO 
352-5155 E. WOOSTER & N. PROSPECT • 1530 E. WOOSTER 3524)387 
The American Red Cross would like to 
thank the following individuals and 
organizations for their assistance during the 
November B.G.S.U. bloodmobile. 
FOOD DONATIONS:    Campus Pollyeyes, Churchill's, 
Domino's Pizza, Food Town, Kroger Co., McDonalds 
Restaurant, Marco's Pizza, Pagliai's Pizza, Subway 
Sandwiches (S. Main), TCBY, and Zeta Lambda Sorority. 
SPECIAL ASSISTANCE:   Air Force ROTC, Alpha 
Gamma Delta, Alpha Epsilon Delta, Alpha Phi Omega, 
Alpha Xi Delta, Alpha Omicron Pi, American Marketing 
Association, Best Western Motel-Falcon Plaza, Beta Alpha 
Psi, Chi Omega, Delta Sigma Pi, Delta Sigma Theta, Delta 
Upsilon, Gamma Phi Beta, Jerome Library, Kappa Kappa 
Gamma, Kappa Sigma, Omega Phi Alpha, Phi Delta Theta, 
Phi Gamma Delta (Fiji's), Phi Mu, Phi Sigma Kappa, Pi 
Beta Phi, Sigma Chi, Student Activities, Student Med. 
Tech.'s, University YMCA, and WBGU-TV/Campus 
fi    Connections. 
Campus 
FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 22, 1991 HePGNew* l'ACE HVE 
BGaSkU 
"Failure is success if we learn 
from it." 
MalcombS. Forbes 
When will I take my fall '91 
final exams? 
Dear Freida Falcon Facing 
Finals, 
Check page 10 in the green 
spring schedule of classes. 
What Is a pre-requisite? 
Dear Me First, 
A pre-requisite is a course that 
must be taken and passed before 
enrolling in the next upper level 
class. A co-requisite is a course 
that may be taken concurrently. 
Check catalog descriptions to see 
if a pre-requisite is necessary. 
I'm thinking about going to 
summer school. When will the 
summer Schedule of Classes be 
available? 
Dear Life's a Beach, 
The summer schedule of class- 
es should be available around the 
KENNEDY  
D Continued from page four. 
neay family, revelations about 
the president's private life have 
come to light in recent years. 
"We know he smoked pot in the 
White House, we know he was 
probably addicted to speed, and 
we know he was unfaithful to his 
wife," Henggeler said. 
According to Henggeler, recent 
revelations concerning Kenne- 
dy's private life may only have 
increased his popularity with 
some people. 
"Revelations of his various 
tristes with Marilyn Monroe and 
his involvement in the assassina- 
tion attempts of Castro have 
turned him into a James Bond- 
type figure for some," he said. 
Televsion has also played a 
large part in the lingering popu- 
larity of JFK. 
"The image of the president 
was created on film and he also 
died on film," Henggeler said. 
beginning of February. 
Is it too early to request my fall 
1992 courses? 
Dear Egore Beaver, 
The first day you may call in to 
request Fall 1992 courses is Dec. 
4, 1991. The last day to request 
courses for Fall 1992 is Feb. 5, 
1992. 
I'm a freshman and will be 
taking final exams for the first 
time. I'm getting really nervous. 
Any suggestions? 
Dear Nervous Nellie, 
You may set up an appointment 
with the Study Skills Lab to view 
a videotape on test anxiety. The 
Study Skills Lab also has han- 
douts available which specifical- 
ly deal with test anxiety. 
I have an old undergraduate 
catalog. I see students carrying a 
new brown one for 1991-93. Where 
can I get one? 
Dear Cat A. Log, 
Feminist groups readily 
gaining campus support 
You can purchase one in the 
University Bookstore for a mere 
11.25. 
I tested into EDCI 100 at pre- 
reg but never took the course. Is 
this going to be a problem? 
Dear Ready Reader, 
If you placed into EDCI 100, you 
should either pass the course or 
re-take the test and score above 
the 40th percentile. If you choose 
to re-take the test, make an ap- 
Kiintment   with   Monica   Seidl- 
elloat at 372-7349. Her office is 
in 576 Education Building. 
BGaSkU is a service provided 
by the academic advisers of the 
university. 
Politicians since Kennedy have 
tried to cash in on his popularity. 
"All presidents since Kennedy 
have tried to make themselves 
his heir," Henggeler said. "They 
have created a myth that eventu- 
ally overcomes them." 
Ronald Reagan quoted Ken- 
nedy more than any other presi- 
dent, and he had a marvelous 
way of taking Kennedy away 
from the Democrats, Henggeler 
said. 
Henggeler cited the recent rash 
of Kennedy clones in American 
Solitics such as Gary Hart, 
oseph Biden, Richard Gephardt, 
and Michael Dukakis as proof of 
the political legacy of Kennedy. 
"I have a lot of sympathy for 
Ted Kennedy because he has be- 
come a prisoner of the Kennedy 
legacy," Henggeler said. "He 
cannot match up to his brother's 
legacy." 
Henggeler said he is interested 
that many others are fascinated 
with a man who accomplished so 
little in the way of concrete pro- 
grams. 
Henggeler told the story of 
when Lyndon Johnson vistited a 
black family during the civil 
rights movement in 1964 and he 
saw two pictures on the wall. One 
was Jesus Christ, the other was 
John Kennedy. 
Kennedy routinely received 
credit for legislation President 
Johnson was really responsible 
for, Henggeler said. 
Despite Henggeler's realistic 
view of Kennedy, he admires the 
late president. 
"I admire his humor and his 
ability to roll with the punches. 
He had a wonderful sense of de- 
tachment and wonderful playful 
quality," he said. 
Give 
another birthday 
American Red Cross 
Greenbriar Inc. 
We will be leasing the following locations 
for the Fall of 1992 
• Columbia Court Apartments 
• East Merry Avenue Apartments 
• Field Manor Apartments 
• Frazee Avenue Apartments 
• Ridge Manor Apartments 
• Campbell Hill Apartments 
Call or Stop in for a Complete Listing of 
Available Apartments & Houses 
224 E. Wooster 352-0717 i 
m= [■■■■■■■■■■■am 
Invites you to journey 
to Nottingham 
Forest to share 




November 22 & 23 
* Eva Marie Saint 
Theatre 
Showing Friday and Saturday Nov. 22nd and 23rd at 
7:30,10:00 p.m. and 12:30 a.m.* 
'note time change 
by Christy Vargo 
contributing reporter 
America is on the brink of a 
new wave of feminism, according 
to Phyllis Carlson-Riehm, presi- 
dent of Ohio National Organiza- 
tion for Women, Inc. 
The Ohio NOW launched its 
first campus membership cam- 
paign in October, and reponse has 
been good in the Cleveland and 
Columbus areas, Carlson-Riehm 
said. 
Students in those areas have 
expressed interest in NOW, 
though none have initiated cam- 
pus Ohio NOW chapters, she said. 
At the University, the student 
group Women for Women meets 
to discuss women's issues and 
plan events, but group's goals 
differ from those of NOW. 
Political activism is not on the 
group's agenda, unlike the politi- 
cally aggressive NOW. 
Women for Women receives 
University funding, restricting 
activities in politics, group co- 
coordinator Cathy Masin said. 
Carlson-Riehm said members 
in NOW acquire skills that are 
transferrable to careers in poli- 
tics, citing Ohio Rep. Linda Fur- 
ney as an example. 
Some NOW members lobby on 
i 
legislation that is pertinent to 
women, she said. 
Recent legislation of concern to 
NOW is Ohio House BUI 142, 
which would require health in- 
surance plans to include mam- 
mography screening for women, 
Carlson-Riehm said. 
Rep. Helen Rankin of Cincin- 
nati sponsors the bill, which the 
state House of Representatives 
passed in October, Carlson- 
Riehm said. 
Women for Women, like NOW, 
is interested in issues that affect 
women but Women for Women 
welcomes a gamut of all women, 
and not just white middle-class 
women, Masin said. 
NOW has also incorporated af- 
firmative action into its bylaws 
and formed a racial diversity 
task force and an African- 
American women's agenda, 
Carlson-Riehm said. 
She said inclusion in NOW is a 
matter of economics. 
"Many people may not feel well 
represented in groups like NOW 
because it is hard for disadvan- 
taged people to find time and 
child care,  Carlson-Riehm said. 
Despite their differences, the 
two groups are similar in that 
they do not see their support of 
feminism as an attack on men. 
"I don't really define [feru 
inism] as a specific thing," Mash' 
said. "I think of it more as womer 
b°ing uplifted and empowered." 
"A feminist is a person who be- 
lieves men and women should 
have equal opportunities and 
share equal privileges," Carlson 
Riehm said. 
Carlson-Riehm said the term 
male-bashing came into use when 
feminism became a threat to men 
who are not used to sharing their 
privileges. 
"We're not for bashing 
anyone," she said of NOW. 
Masin said of Women for Wom- 
en, "We don't consider ourselves 
male-bashers or bra burners." 
She said the group welcomes 
male students and even support- 
ed the group Men Against Rape 
during the 1990-1991 academic 
year. 
NOW membership is nearly 30 
percent male at the national and 
state levels, and some states have 
male chapter presidents, Carl- 
son-Riehm said. 
"There is nothing to limit men 
within the organization," she 
said. 
Moore sponsors Ensemble 
by Sherry Turco 
general assignment reporter 
JaFran Jones will introduce the 
Moore Musical Arts Center to the 
sounds of Southeast Asia, as she 
directs The University's Kasuma 
Sari Gamelan Ensemble tonight 
at8inKobackerHall. 
The Ensemble is only one group 
scheduled to perform in the Mu- 
sical Crossroads Series spon- 
sored by the University. 
Directed by Jones, the ensem- 
ble consists not only of University 
students, but faculty members as 
well. 
The mix of age-old Balinese 
music and contemporary compo- 
sitions is played on metal keys 
and gongs. 
"The music is so unique," 
Jones said. "It's often described 
as a shimmering sound, with a 
rhythmic backround." 
The University's Kasuma Sari 
Gamelan was constructed by Ba- 
linese craftsmen 60 years ago, 
but has since been renovated and 
reconstructed. 
The Kasuma Sari is crafted to 
torm an exclusive set of xylo- 
6hone-like metalophones having 
irge, hanging gongs and red, 
blue and gold, double headed 
drums. 
Charles Beck and Karin Gude, 
graduate music composition stu- 
dents, each will have composi- 
tions they have composed per- 
formed. 
Michelle Mazza, a member of 
the ensemble., said it is a wonder- 
ful experience to be a member of 
this particular ensemble. 
□ See GAMELON, page six. 
MEET AND HEAR 
award-winning actress and BGSU alumna 
EVA MARIE SAINT 
and award-winning director 
JEFFREY HAYDEN 
reading from the works of American writer 
WILLA CATHER 
Joe E. Brown Theatre 
Sunday, November 24,1991, at 2 p.m. 
Bowling Green State University 
FREE 
ODD  IIIII ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■ma 
Local 
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New turnpike exit eases travel 
by Chris Hawley 
courts reporter 
A ribbon-cutting ceremony at- 
tended by local and state officials 
opened exit 3A on the Ohio Turn- 
pike — connecting the Toledo 
Airport-Swanson exchange on 
Interstate 75 last week. 
The new highway is the first of 
two new exchanges scheduled to 
open this month;  work on the 
GAMELON  
! j Continued from page five. 
"Studying music at the Univer- 
sity and having experience with 
the orchestra allows a large 
amount of western influence to 
come into my music," Mazza 
said. "I'm interested in interna- 
tional music, so playing tra- 
ditional Bali music is an opportu- 
nity not to be missed." 
The ensemble is named after 
the set of Gamelon instruments 
on which the musicians perform. 
A Kasuma Sari, which means 
inner flower, was purchased for 
the University by Jones on a re- 
cent trip to Bali last year. 
"Each of the Kasuma Saris are 
individually named," Jones said. 
"The Kasuma Sari was named so 
because of the metatative feeling 
the music gave the creator." 
Two new works will be featured 
in the Gamelon's Musical Cross- 
other, Ohio Turnpike exit 4A — 
the Perrysburg-Toledo inter- 
change, has been delayed due to 
bad weather. 
Allan Johnson, the Ohio Turn- 
pike Commission executive di- 
rector, said the interchange is 
now open to traffic, but the Per- 
rysburg highway may not be 
ready to open until early Decem- 
ber. Johnson said officials would 
have a definite date on the open- 
roads Series concert. 
"Sky Flowers" was written by 
Evan Chambers, winner of the 
1991 Cincinnati Symphony Or- 
chestra Young Composers Com- 
Setition. "A Round for JaFran 
ones" is by Lou Harrison, and 
was premiered in October at the 
12th Annual New Music and Art 
Festival at the University. 
The concert will also feature 
traditional Bali dances per- 
formed by Roxanne Reed, a 
S-aduate music student from 
ennesaw, Georgia. 
"It is a custom in Bali for dan- 
cers to be considered members of 
the ensemble," Mazza said. "I 
also made the Bali dance cos- 
tume and headdress. Besides just 
Slaying in the ensemble, I am in- 
vested in other aspects of the 
customs of Bali." 
Don't pi wrecked. II\outv not sober- ^ I     R I ^ 
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ing early this week. 
Turnpike Information and 
Research Director Bob Barnett 
said the delay was due to bad 
weather interfering with the 
pouring of concrete, slowing 
progress. 
"It's a day-to-day thing," Bar- 
nett said. "Everything's real 
iffy." Johnson said the 4A inter- 
change will make Bowling Green 
more accessible from the turn- 
Police blollcr 
■Kathleen Vancourt, Pember- 
ville, was cited for leaving the 
scene of the crime and driving 
under the influence Wednesday 
night, police said. 
■Thomas Dean, Bradner, was 
cited for driving under the in- 
fluence Wednesday night, police 
said. 
■Brett Gillespie, 14354 W. Poe 
Road, was observed by a patron 
of the Corner Grill, 200 N. Main 
St., throwing food and dishes and 
was also seen trying to set 
someone's hair on fire with his 
lighter, early Tuesday morning, 
police said. Gillespie was trans- 
PARADE  
Continued from page one. 
bands will join the Bowling Green 
High School band to step in tune 
to Christmas songs. 
The Bowling Green Chamber of 
Commerce organized this year's 
parade, with volunteer help from 
Sroups like the Bowling Green 
aycees and Omega Phi Alpha 
Falcon Fever. 
Catch It! 
pike. He said there had been hope 
both interchanges would Be 
available for use by students go- 
ing home for the Thanksgiving 
vacation. 
"A lot of students have called to 
ask when it will open," he said. 
Construction of the two 
exchanges has been a three-year 
project and has been completely 
funded by the commission at a 
cost of over $13 million. 
ported home, police said. 
■Five cars were damaged in 
University Lot 12 Tuesday night. 
All five cars had the glass, door- 
windows broken. The damage 
was estimated at $750, police 
said. 
■A resident of McDonald North 
reported the misuse of her Uni- 
versity calling card Tuesday 
night, police said. 
■Twenty five men's swimsuits 
were stolen from the swim team 
locker room in the Student Rec- 
reation Center Saturday after- 
noon. The suits were valued at 




for this year 
for your senior portrait session. Carl Wolf 
Studio is shooting senior portraits today 
only. Get over to The KEY, 28 West Hall today 
between 10-12:30 and 2-6 p.m. for your 
portrait session. 
If you missed your pre-appointed date or didn't 
receive it in the mail, don't worry. Come to The 
KEY today, we'll fit you in 
Any questions? Call 372-8086 
Don't be left out of the 1992 KEY senior section! 
sorority. 
About 75-80 volunteers will 
work the day of the parade, Gor- 
don said. 
Volunteers also contributed 
money for the parade, which has 




as concern rises 
by Michael Zawackl 
contributing reporter 
As a result of Magic John- 
son's announcement that he is 
HTV positive, there  was a 
great deal of interest in the 
reater Toldeo Chapter of the 
American Red Cross' first 
•AIDS 101" class Wednesday 
night. 
''AIDS 101" was offered by 
the Red Cross as a program 
for certification on HIV and 
AIDS. 
"Ever since the Magic 
Johnson announcement the 
C" mes have been ringing off 
hook," said Agness Con- 
very, director of HTV educa- 
tion at the American Red 
Cross and the HTV/AIDS In- 
structor Trainer of the AIDS 
101 program. 
The people who attended 
the AIDS 101 program did so 
for certification because of 
jobs, such as those in health 
and education fields, and for 
personal reasons. 
Convery said the Red Cross 
became involved with the 
AIDS issue because of its 
connection with the blood 
supply. The Red Cross saw 
the need for AIDS education, 
testing and services. 
The next step was to focus 
its efforts to the prevention of 
the disease. This entailed a 
full HTV education depart- 
ment with a full-time staff 
and volunteers. 
Convery explained the idea 
for the AIDS 101 program be- 
gan last spring as an attempt 
to consolidate the AIDS train- 
ing programs into one unified 
training program. 
After the consolidation, and 
with the help of grants, the 
AIDS 101 program was bom. 
The two and one-half hour 
program addressed many as- 
pects of the HTV/AIDS issue. 
The scientific workings of 
how the virus is spread and 
how it affects an infected hu- 
man body were explained by 
Convery as well as infection 
prevention and possible 
treatments for infected peo- 
ple. 
Convery said AIDS and HTV 
are two different things. Be- 
ing HIV positive means 
having the virus and AIDS is 
a condition resulting from be- 
ing HTV positive. 
Convery explained that a 
person who is HTV positive 
would rather be referred to as 
a person with or living with 
AIDS than as a victim be- 
cause the term 'victim' im- 
plies helplessness and dis- 
empowerment. 
Convery also offered statis- 
tics on the spread of HTV. She 
said as of Oct. 1 it is esti- 
mated that 30,000 to 40,000 
Ohioans are carrying the 
virus, and in Lucas County 
alone there are an estimated 
1,500 to 2,000 infected persons. 
WHAT IS FUNK-N-ROLL? 
Friday & Saturday 




Give him ... two gifts 
for the price of one! 
ARAM IS 
Winning Color Umbrella is 
FREE 
with any Aramis purchase 
of 26.00 or more 
Aramis      the perfect blend ol sophistication and sensuality — 
tor an utterly masculine experience Spirited citrus and herbal notes 
energize a warm, woody, spicy midrange — over the leathery. 
mossy sensual base 
And you get the handsome umbrella FREE with your Aramis purchase of 
26.00 or more! The 29" Winning Colors umbrella is bright, oversized 
and features a custom-crafted pigskin-style handle and football closure. 
FALCON   WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TOMORROW VS. PURDUE, 12:30! 
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Bush enacts new 
civil rights law 
WASHINGTON (AP) — 
President Bush signed a civil 
rights bill Thursday that he 
said would "fight the evil of 
discrimination," and tried to 
silence a new furor over race 
by withdrawing a tentative 
order to end government hir- 
ing preferences for blacks 
and women. 
"For the past few years the 
issue of civil rights legislation 
has divided America," Bush 
said. "No more." 
The political divisions that 
sustained a two-year con- 
gressional fight over the civil 
rights bill and prompted Bush 
to veto a similar measure last 
year, remained sharp. 
The new law negates Su- 
preme Court decisions that 
made it more difficult for mi- 
norities to win lawsuits 
charging job discrimination 
by employers. It also expands 
the rights of women and relig- 
ious minorities to sue and col- 
lect damages for job dis- 
crimination, including sexual 
harassment. 
It was Bush's agreement to 
support a modified version of 
the Dill and drop his potent po- 
litical argument that it would 
prompt employers to resort to 
racial quotas, that brought 
overwhelming congressional 
passage. 
Bush signed the Civil 
Rights Act of 1991 in a Rose 
Garden ceremony that was 
overshadowed by the storm of 
controversy over a proposed 
presidential   affirmative- 
action order circulated 
Wednesday evening to 
government agencies. Most 
Democrats stayed away from 
the signing in protest. 
The order would have end- 
ed preferential hiring and 
promotions for women and 
minorities, and dropped fed- 
eral guidelines for hiring 
practices that the courts ap- 
ply to private businesses. 
While House officials said 
Bush had never seen the 
document. They said it was 
written by his legal counsel, 
C. Boyden Gray, and circu- 
lated without Bush's approv- 
al. 
After the signing, the White 
House released a new state- 
ment in Bush's name replac- 
ing the earlier one and delet- 
ing the termination orders for 
affirmative action programs. 
A senior administration 
official, speaking on condition 
of anonymity, said there is 
strong support among Bush's 
advisers for proceeding with 
the dismantling of some af- 
firmative action programs. 
"I support affirmative ac- 
tion," Bush said in signing the 
new civil rights law. "Noth- 
ing in this bill overturns the 
government's affirmative ae- 
on program. 
He called the measure "a 
law that will fight the evil of 
discrimination while also 
building bridges of harmony 
between Americans of all 
races, sexes, creeds and 
backgrounds." 
Senate lifts crime bill stalemate 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Sen- 
ate yesterday broke a stalemate 
blocking action on a comprehen- 
sive crime bill that would extend 
the death penalty to more than 50 
crimes and require a waiting 
period for buying a handgun. 
After 3 1-2 weeks of inaction, 
Republicans lifted procedural 
roadblocks aimed at slopping the 
proposed new gun controls. The 
Republicans had also sought to 
preserve provisions giving police 
more power to use evidence they 
seize and bringing to a halt end- 
less appeals by death row in- 
mates. 
With time fast running out be- 
fore Congress adjourns for the 
year, Democrats had challenged 
President Bush to pressure 
members of his own parly to drop 
their objections to further action. 
Today's action cleared the way 
for key House and Senate nego- 
tiators to attempt to iron out dif- 
ferences between two versions of 
the bill passed earlier by each 
chamber. 
"The fact that we're starting on 
Thursday afternoon instead of 
three weeks ago increases the 
difficulty," said Sen. Joseph Bi- 
den, D-Del., chairperson of the 
Senate Judiciary Committee. "I 
don't want anybody to be under 
any illusions." 
"But I'm a congenital opti- 
mist," Biden added. "I think we 
can get it done." 
Senate Republicans had ob- 
jected to the appointment of con- 
ferees to negotiate a final crime 
package out of fears that liberal 
Democrats would gut the bill of 
the tough measures. 
In addition, Sen. Steve Symms, 
R-Idaho, was blocking further ac- 
tion because the bill would im- 
pose a five-day waiting period on 
buying handguns. 
The Senate bill also included a 
ban on certain assault-style 
weapons. But it was not expected 
to survive in the final package 
after the House defeated a simi- 
lar measure by more than 60 
votes. 
Last March, the president chal- 
lenged Congress to pass anti- 
crime legislation in 100 days, say- 
ing it was one of hii highest do- 
mestic priorities. 
If Congress doesn't complete 
action this fall, enactment would 
not come until the start of the 
presidential election year. 
"The president wants a crime 
bill," White House spokesperson 
Judy Smith said Wednesday. She 
said Bush was "making some 
phone calls" to senators in an 
effort to break the logjam. 
Senate Republican Leader Bob 
Dole of Kansas, and Sen. Larry 
Craig, R-Idaho, today lifted their 
objections to proceeding but cau- 
tioned that there remain "very 
sticky, sticky issues to be re- 
solved." 
Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C, 
meanwhile, dropped his demand 
that the Senate learn going into 
negotiations with the House con- 
tain four Republicans and no 
more than five Democrats. 
He had charged earlier on the 
Senate floor that Democrats want 
to keep more Republicans off the 
conference delegation because 
"there is an effort under way to 
strip all of the tough measure re- 
forms contained in both the 
House and Senate bills." 
Refugees drown due to capsized boat 
MIAMI (AP) - Sixteen Haitians 
drowned and 119 others were 
missing after a boat carrying 200 
refugees capsized off the eastern 
tip of Cuba, Cuban news organi- 
zations reported Thursday. 
In Washington, U.S. officials 
said they were checking reports 
that 135 Haitians died when their 
vessel sank off Cuba. 
Prensa Latina, the official Cu- 
ban news agency, said Cuba had 
mounted a land, air and sea res- 
cue operation after the boat cap- 
sized Tuesday night. It put the 
number of confirmed dead at 16, 
said 119 people were missing and 
60 people were known to nave 
survived. 
The dispatch, monitored in 
Mexico City, said the dead in- 
cluded 12 women, two children 
"There are planes and boats, and they are 
even looking on land." 
—Anna Peralte, reporter 
and two men. Cuban rescue 
teams were tending to the survi- 
vors, the agency said. 
The Cuban coast guard saved 
about 60 people from the turbu- 
lent waters between Haiti and 
Cuba, reporter Anna Peralte of 
Radio Havana told WINZ radio in 
Miami. 
Hopes were dwindling for the 
rescue of others aboard the boat, 
she said. 
"There are planes and boats, 
and they are even looking on 
land," she said, noting the shore- 
line was "wooded area, a farm 
area that is really isolated." 
Officials with the U.S. Coast 
Guard and the U.S. Naval base at 
Guantanamo, Cuba, said they 
had no details but were in- 
vestigating. 
More than 1,400 Haitians 
aboard U.S. Coast Guard cutters 
were being moved to the area 
around the U.S. base at Guantan- 
amo Bay to enable the cutters to 
continue rescuing Haitians at 
sea. 
State Department spokesper- 
son Margaret Tutwiler said 858 of 
the Haitians were transferred to 
the Navy vessel Tortuga in Guan- 
tanamo Bay and 572 were being 
sent to the base itself. That would 
leave about 380 still on the cut- 
ters. 
The flight of Haitians is partly 
the result of a hemisphere-wide 
embargo imposed against Haiti 
after the military staged a coup 
there on Sept. 30. 
Tutwiler said Haitians face 
great danger in attempting to flee 
By boat. She cited as an example 
a 40-foot vessel severely over- 
loaded with 238 people who were 
rescued by the Coast Guard last 
week. 
"It carried no life jackets, no 
flares, no radio, no beacon, no 
charts, no navigational equip- 
ment," she said. 
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Meet at Int'l lounge 
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4:00 -4:15 on the 24th 
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WANTS TO KNOW, Nov 23,  1991 
Christina & John 
Cindy & Sean 
Amy W. & the man of my 
dreams! 
Sue & Scon 
Missy & Tom 
Paula & Cody 
Anissa & Dave 
Kristin & Tyler 
Katie & Joe 
Sheila & Kevin 
Kimberly 8c my "LMD" 
Denise & Dave 
DAD & DATE 
Mariann & Jeff 
Emily & Ed 
Trina & Shookie 
Kym & The Mikester 
Janese & The Woo Wooer 
Nelisa & Aaron 
Jennifer & Rob 
Amy & Rob 
Gretchen & Brady 
Amy 8c Joe 
Tammy & George 
Lori 8c Kevin 
Kim Moore & Steve 
Allison & ??? 
Stacy 8c Erik 
Georgia & Brian 
Andrea & Erik 
Holly ft Paul 
Christina ft Jerry 
Lori 8c Nike 
Amy 8c Nick 
Oeana ft D.J. 
Uikki ft Chris 0. 
Monica & Robert 
Tracy ft Jeff 
Amy 8c My Bestest Friend 
Beth & Scon 
Elyse ft Shane 
Nicole ft Jack 
Laura ft Mike 
Wayne ft Garth 
Oianne & Rob 
Julie & Todd 
Amy 8c Gary 
Jennifer ft Anthony 
Tammy ft Mr. Wonderful 
Jen ft Chris 
Mesan ft Bern 
Betsy ft Rick 
Meridith ft Dave 
Julie ft He's Just a Friend again 
Theresa ft Cory 
Heather ft John 
Lori ft Date 
Mamie ft Biff 
Michelle 4 ft The Bradman 
Michelle ft Pete 
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Sighting on the distant target, Kathy Paroska squeezes off another .22 caliber round from her M-16 rifle. 
Students receive experience in firing 
If you took a walk through the 
Wood County Fairgrounds last 
Wednesday, you might have 
found a door with a peculiar sign. 
'Use front door: Firing in prog- 
ress'. And it had bullet holes in it. 
Students enrolled in the Mili- 
tary Science 101 and 201 courses 
got a chance to fire M-16 rifles, 
the standard infantry weapon of 
U.S. military forces, at the 
Fraternal Order of Police firing 
range. 
"We're not here to make them 
experts or anything ... just let 
them get a little experience shoot- 
ing a weapon," Capt. Dave Troil- 
letsaid. 
"It's more of a confidence- 
building exercise than anything, 
because a lot of the students have 
never fired a weapon," he said. 
The rifles, which belong to the 
Ohio National Guard, were fitted 
with smaller bolts that use smal- 
ler .22 bullets, and allowed the ri- 
fles to be shot on an indoor range. 
The students were given a short 
refresher course at the range, 
stressing weapon safety. Then, 
groups of five took turns firing. 
Each student fired 10 shots at a 
paper target 25 meters away 
while laying in a prone position. 
The instructors then cleared the 
weapon and changed ammunition 
cups. 
The students then fired 10 more 
shots. After all weapons were 
empty, the students went down 
ana checked their targets to see 
how well they shot. 
Tammy King hit 16 shots in the 
inner circle out of 20. She attrib- 
uted her success, considering she 
had fired a weapon only once be- 
fore, to "good eyesight." 
Another student put it more 
(left) Tammy King shows off her 
near-perfect shooting with the 
M-16 at the firing range. 
(right) Master sergeant David 
Edwards reloads John Poulnott's 
rifle before the second round of 
firing. 
bluntly. 
"She wasted everyone!," he 
said. 
Sophomore John Poulnott said 
it took him awhile to get the hang 
of shooting the rifle. 
"I didn't know exactly where I 
was aiming," he said. "The first 
round I was aiming without the 
circle [of the sight], so I aimed 
too high." 
"The smell of the bullet ... I 
didn't expect that ... I was sur- 
prised, I nad never shot a gun be- 
fore," he said. 
Captain Troillet said firing the 
rifles provided the students with 
an out-of-the-ordinary experi- 
ence. 
"We just want to get them out 
of the classroom, let them do 
some different things that they 
normally wouldn't do in a univer- 
sity class," he said. 
Photos and story 
by Jay Murdock 
USE   FRONT 
DOOR > 
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m Holiday Cards, Invitations and 
Address Labels (order soon!) 
-f-  Personalized Stationery 8r Envelopes 
* Memo Pads for Adults & Children 
-f  Engraved Name Badges. Desk and 
Wall Signs 
m Rubber Stamps 
Nt IOOOs of Advertising Specialities 
with Your Name or Business Imprinted 
Rapid Printing 
186 South Main Street, Bowling Green 
Call 352-9118 
® 
BRING THIS COUPON IN flr RECEIVE 
$5.00 OFF 
ANY ORDER OF 300 OR MORE 
PERSONALIZED MEMO SHEETS 




Shop I Go! 
Tncia Gray & Scott Mankin 
Lora Chosy & Darren Ackerman 
Allison McKinney & Brian Trissel 
Heather Fergusen & Stacey Shothulis 
Monica Zarichny & Scott Maxey 
Christina Saver & Mark  Crawford 
Wendey Russel & Mike Casement 
Laura Hones & Alex Harris 
Jamie Swank & Ron Bowen 
Kim Hall & Mike Schneider 
Heather Haverfield & Jeff McGee 
Michelle Bettilyon & Tim Arndt 
Lindie Eshbaugh & Paul Baird 
Melissa McAtee & Jason Weigman 
Cheri Triner & Eric Napholz 
Becky Ellis & Steve Wall 
Jennifer Daub & Brad Bannister 
Angie Powell & Rod Heiligmann 
ALPHA OMICRON PI 
Heidi Leichtamer & Jim Hasenfratz 
Kim Ratajczak & Scott Cain 
Jennifer Paugh & John Romig 
Vanessa Carter & Morgan Faunce 
Luanda Robbins & Tobin Klinger 
Erica Pepin & Tom Stefanik 
Christy Webb & Paul Shaih 
Lara Lee & Troy Capers 
Kristin Slater & Mark Rockhold 
Stacy Turbok & Colin McCafferty 
Janet LaFene & Rob Folland 
Gretchen Hoover & Clint Essig 
Tami Sippy & Jon Korn 
Angela Murphy & Scott Boeringer 
Marion Schloemer & Jason Castanza 
Heather Marshall & Brian Pcionek 
Susan Chaney & Matt Campbell 
Bethany Wolf & Chris Tish 
Kristi Lewarchik & Greg Decapio 
Karen Brumbaugh & Kevin Telepo 
Tracy Maneage & Jim Bostock 
Missy Wilson & Paul Giovannetti 
Jeanne Ellis & Paul Bischer 
Wendy Marshall & Todd Long 
Elizabeth Clark & Nick Hafner 
Jennifer Shapiro & Chris Levicki 
Jennie Steger & Jeff Ravlin 
Molly Fitzgerald & Larry Mudore 
Lara Cochran & Tim Blake 
5EMD-FORMAL 1991 
Kate Milnron & Craig Winbigler 
Lisa balvatore & Bob Goebel 
Laura Weber & Brad Butters 
Terri Walters & Geoff Besecker 
Katie Simko & Mike Ingram 
Pamela Echler & Thomas Reusch 
Jill Burd & Scott Thompson 
Beth Hillman & Dan Dacey 
Missy Lukz & Shown Hannon 
Heather Pullano & John Perko 
DanieTle White & Matt Cordell 
Jennifer La Fene & Mike Johnson 
Lesley Hanseman & Mike Gaughan 
Jennifer Price & Nick Dinsmor 
Kelly Uddin & Per Sorensen 
Cindy Molen & Mark Laipple 
Noelle Mohr & Josh Pierce 
Kristyn LoPresti & Kyle Anthony 
Jennifer Pecchio & Tim Lietle 
Michelle Stachler & Jason Kipker 
Angie Thompson & Jack Knapp 
Heather Wells & Ken Callow 
Joanne Johnson & Todd Shafer 
Amanda Powell & Jon Sirkin 
Entertainment 
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Crossword puzzle holds 
special message for two 
by Laura Myers 
The Associated Press 
SAN JOSE, Calif. - Leslie 
Hamilton and Neil Nathanson 
exchanged a lot of crosswords be- 
fore she found the solution to their 
puzzling passion. 
The couple, who met two years 
ago while doing puzzles in a cafe, 
agreed to marry after Nathanson 
proposed in a crossword pub- 
lished Sunday in the San Fran- 
cisco Examiner. 
As many as a million readers 
got the same puzzle, but it had 
special meaning for the word- 
crossed lovers. Answers to 
several clues applied to Hamil- 
ton, and the kicker was spelled 
out on four lines: "DEAR LES- 
LIE, WILL YOU MARRY ME - 
NEIL." 
"I was having trouble solving 
the Leslie clue, but I figured out 
that he was asking me to marry 
him when I read 'Dear blank, will 
you marry me,'" Hamilton said 
Wednesday. "I said 'yes' right 
away and we didn't even finish 
the puzzle." 
The Leslie clue was "Actress 
Caron," and the letters "mar- 
ryme" were the correct response 
to the clue, "a modest proposal." 
Hamilton, a 24-year-old assis- 
tant city planner in San Jose, 
found other nuggets from her life, 
as well. Answers included "Ha- 
milton," "planner," "cello," 
which she plays, "Montana," 
where she was born, and "Stan- 
ford," the university from which 
she graduated in 1990 and where 
her fiance attends law school. 
"Before I got to the proposal I 
remember telling Neil, 'Hey, this 
puzzle was meant for me, " Ha- 
milton said. 
Nathanson, 31, contacted puz- 
zle writer Merl Reagle in Santa 
Monica several months ago. 
Reagle. whose puzzles are pub- 
lished in the Examiner's Image 
magazine, agreed to write a spe- 
cial puzzle called "Terms of En- 
gagement" using facts about 
Hamilton that Nathanson sup- 
plied. 
"I've been making crosswords 
for a long time and this is the first 
time I got a request like this," 
Reagle said. "It was great be- 
cause usually syndicated puzzles 
can be so dry. This was a puzzle 
within a puzzle." 
Reagle sent an advance copy of 
the magazine to Nathanson on 
Saturday, having taken an extra 
step on the puzzle in that copy. He 
used blue shading to highlight the 
empty blocks that would spell out 
the proposal, and red tor the 
other special answers. 
Nathanson slipped the maga- 
zine into the newspaper, which he 
brought to Hamilton's house for 
their Sunday morning ritual. 
"I think I did one answer up in 
the lefthand corner and then told 
her, 'I'm kinda tired; why don't 
you do it?'" he recalled. 
Nathanson then went to the 
kitchen to make breakfast, while 
Hamilton labored for about 15 
minutes before the hidden ques- 
tion was revealed. 
"Knowing Neil, I knew he 
couldn't just get down on his 
hands and knees and propose," 
Hamilton said. "I knew it would 
be something wild. I should have 
figured since we're both cross- 
word puzzle fanatics." 
Writings receive awards 
by Paul Geitner 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK - "Freedom," 
the first volume of Orlando Pat- 
terson's history of freedom from 
antiquity to the present, won the 
National Book Award for non- 
fiction Wednesday night. 
Awards for non-fiction, fiction 
and poetry were presented by the 
National Book Foundation. Each 
winner received $10,000. 
The fiction award went to 
"Mating" a novel by Norman 
Rush. It was his first novel. It was 
the story of a love affair between 
an anthropologist and a Utopian. 
The story was set in Africa's Ka- 
lahari Desert. 
The poetry winner was Philip 
Levine for "What Work Is." Le- 
vine, who also won in 1980, tea- 
ches at California State Universi- 
ty at Fresno. His poems in the 
winning book celebrated the men 
and women whose labors helped 
shape America': unique charac- 
ter. 
Patterson, a professor of soci- 
ology at Harvard, traced the his- 
tory of freedom from the time of 
the Greeks and Romans through 
the rise of Christianity and into 
the Middle Ages in the first part 
of his two-volume study. 
It took 10 years to write. Pat- 
terson said he expects to com- 
plete the second volume in two 
years. 
Patterson, 51, said he was in- 
spired to write "Freedom" by his 
experiences growing up in Ja- 
maica, which he said has a legacy 
of "the most horrendous system 
Study predicts less 
holiday traveling 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - 
The number of Great Lakes 
states residents traveling 
over the Thanksgiving holi- 
day will be lower this year 
than usual, despite a drop in 
gasoline prices, the AAA Ohio 
Auto Club said. 
About 10 percent of the 
Great Lakes region's 42 mil- 
lion people normally plan a 
trip of 100 miles or more for 
Thanksgiving, the auto club 
said in a news release 
Wednesday. 
But this year, only 3.1 mil- 
lion, or 7 percent, plan such a 
trip this year, the club said. 
The region includes Illinois, 
Indiana, Michigan, Ohio and 
Wisconsin. 
Although gasoline prices 
have dropped an average 22.1 
cents in Ohio since last 
Thanksgiving, the sluggish 
economy is being blaroea for 
the decrease in travelers, the 
auto club said. 
In a national study con- 
ducted by the auto club, 84 
percent of the service stations 
surveyed were expected to be 
open on Thanksgiving. Of 
those, 34 percent planned to 
be open 24 hours. 
NEED EXTRA MONEY? 
CALL THE HONEY BAKED HAM COMPANY 
We ore currently hiring for full and part-time 
temporary positions for the upcoming hoidays 
•ABOVE AVERAGE STARTING WAGE 
•WE WILL WORK AROCJND YOUR BREAK SCHEDULE 
•COUNTER SALES AND FOOD PREPARATIONS 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
CALL YOUR NEAREST HONEYBAKED 
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of slavery in human history." 
It was the first time in seven 
years a poetry award was given. 
The category was initially cut out 
because of financial constraints. 
Levine, who once worked on an 
auto assembly line in Detroit, 
said he hoped his poems would 
tell the stories of the common 
man. 
"I'm sorry that so many people 
(today) find it irrelevant, but I 
write it because I have to," said 
Levine, 63. 
Rush, 58, of New City, N.Y., 
said he based his novel on thii.gs 
observed when he served in the 
Peace Corps from 1978 to 1983. He 
said he hoped his book would help 
convince people to read instead of 
watching television. 
"The notion that illiteracy is 
increasing and the book is threat- 
ened is to me terrifying," he said. 
Tasteless tales no joke 
Candidates' sharp comments sting campaigns 
by Walter R.Mears 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - Candidates 
never learn, so campaign after 
campaign, somebody running 
for president blurts a tasteless 
joke and is forced to a rueful 
apology when it becomes pub- 
lic. Sen. Bob Kerrey is the latest 
but won't be the last to run afoul 
of his own locker room humor. 
Off-color or ethnic jokes were 
political hazards long before 
candidates and head tables 
were wired for sound and tele- 
vision. Now they're even ris- 
kier, as the Nebraska senator 
discovered. 
The crude joke he told was 
about two lesbians in a bar and 
a man who wants to pick up one 
of the women. In this version, 
the man is supposed to be rival 
Democratic candidate Edmund 
G. Brown Jr., the former Cali- 
fornia governor. 
A cable television micro- 
phone was recording when Ker- 
rey told the joke to Arkansas 
Gov. Bill Clinton, another 
presidential candidate, at the 
head table of a Democratic 
fund-raising dinner in Bedford, 
N.H.,lastFridav. 
Four days later, the San 
Francisco Examiner reported 
the incident. The joke itself was 
too explicit to be fit for print, 
which may be a break for Ker- 
rey. At least it can't be widely 
retold. 
When Ronald Reagan had 
joke trouble in New Hampshire, 
it was over an ethnic story told 
on a campaign bus in 1980. Rea- 
gan's joke: 
"How do you tell the Pole at 
the cockfight? He's the one with 
the duck. 
"How do you tell the Italian? 
He's the one who bets on the 
duck. 
"How do you know the Mafia 
was there? 
"The duck wins." 
When that one was reprinted, 
Reagan at first tried to brush 
off the criticism it drew. Then 
he said that he had told the joke 
as an example of the kind of 
ethnic humor that offends peo- 
ple and shouldn't be repeated. 
The Kerrey defense was simi- 
lar. He said he'd told Clinton the 
lesbian story as they swapped 
samples of the bad jokes that 
sometimes are suggested to 
candidates. 
"During a private conversa- 
tion at a roast last weekend, 
there were a lot of inappro- 
priate jokes being told and re- 
Biated," Kerrey said in a writ- 
n apology on Tuesday. "I 
made a mistake in repeating 
one I shouldn't have." 
"I'm quite aware that it 
offended people and I apolo- 
gize," he added during a cam- 
paign visit to AIDS wards at 
San Francisco General Hospi- 
tal. 
He said it was insensitive, "a 
sort of locker room discussion." 
President Bush has generally 
been prudent with his humor. A 
suggestion that Michael Duka- 
kis thinks a naval exercise is 
something in Jane Fonda's 
workout book was about as racy 
as he got in the 1988 campaign. 
But in 1984, after his vice 
presidential debate with Geral- 
dine Ferraro, he told support- 
ers, "We tried to kick a little ass 
last night," and was chagrined 
when the remark was picked up 
on a reporter's microphone. He 
later said he talked that way 
but didn't like to do it in public. 
In 1968, Spiro T. Agnew said 
he'd meant no ethnic slur, only 
locker room humor, when he 
walked past a sleeping reporter 
of Japanese ancestry on his 
vice presidential campaign 
plane and asked: "What's 
wrong with the fat Jap?" 
After that wound up in print, 
Agnew apologized and lamen- 
ted the loss of the "camar- 
aderie that exists among men 
which allows them to insult one 
another in a friendly fashion." 
For political candidates, 
that's as long gone as Agnew is. 
The really safe jokes for a 
candidate are the self- 
depreciating kind, sometimes 
used to their advantage to deal 
with a political problem, as 
were Reagan's about his age or 
John F. Kennedy's about his 
family fortune. 
"I will not make age an issue 
in this campaign," Reagan said 
in debating Walter F. Mondale 
in 1964. "I am not going to ex- 
ploit ... my opponent's youth 
and inexperience." 
One of Kennedy's rebuttals to 
assertions that his family was 
trying to buy the White House in 
1960 was his tale of a telegram 
from his father: "Don't buy a 
single vote more than is neces- 
sary. I'll be damned if I'm go- 
ing to pay for a landslide." 
Former Rep. Morris K. 
Udall, who ran second to Jim- 
my Carter in all the 1976 pri- 
maries, joked in quitting that 
campaign: "The people have 
spoken, the bastards." 
Richard M. Nixon's attempts 
at campaign humor led more 
often to awkward silence than 
to laughter, as when he saw the 
stewardesses from his cam- 
paign plane at a reception in 
1968 and described them as 
"our B girls." 
Carter wasn't given to joking, 
either, although he sometimes 
tried. When his popularity was 
plunging, fust before the 1980 
campaign he lost, Carter told a 
Baltimore crowd: "It really is a 
pleasure to see people waving 
at me with all five fingers." 
Reagan was a master at the 
microphone, but he sometimes 
forgot when it was on. In the 
most celebrated of those ep- 
isodes, in 1984, he did a voice 
check for a radio address with 
this line: 
"All right, my fellow Ameri- 
cans, I am pleased to tell you 
today that I have signed legisla- 
tion that will outlaw Russia for- 
ever. We begin bombing in five 
minutes." 
Once, warming up with lines 
from a speech on the economy, 
he added: 
"And I am prepared to tell 
you, it's a hell of a mess." 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Walter R. 
Mears, vice president and col- 
umnist for The Associated 
Press, has reported on Wash- 
ington and national politics for 
more than 25 years. 
+ American Red Cross Please give blood. + 
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ITOPPEIU 352-0077 
After a brisk morning jog, 
enjoy a copy of The BG News 
CENTERFOR CHOICE! 
• Abortion through 
17 weeks 




16 N. Huron 
Toledo. Oh. 43604 
Phone 
(419) 255-7769 or 
I-8OO-589-6005 
THE HOOP-LA RETURNS!!! 
The men kick the season off 
on Friday night at 7:45, with 
Kirk Phillips and Jose Garcia 






The women follow Saturday 
afternoon at 12:15, as Dave 
Strukel and Ray Crawford 
provide the play-by-play vs. 
Purdue. 
FALCON BASKETBALL ON WBGU 88.1 FM 
Laser-Printed 
Resumes 
50 copies (T-page) & disc - $35 
25 resumes. 25 individualized 
letters & envelopes & disc - $60 
add $2 post & hand 
Trade Tips, 4443 Gilmer 
Lane, 





SATURDAY VS. MIAMI *M PH. 
SUMY VS. Mil ST 4*0 PH. 
FOR THE MAC CHAMPIONSHIP! 
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GRADUATES! 
Start off on the Right Track 
1992 DODGE SHADOW 
2 DOOR COUPE 
ONLY $168 mo. 
Auto irans. Rear Defroster 
Dual Mirrors. Much more 
* 54 Month closed end lease. 1st payment 
security deposit due at delivery, payments do 
not include tax. Rebates Applied. 
UP TO S70O CASH BACK TO QUALIFIED 
GRADUATES. See Dealer for details. 
GREG FELTMA.N 
LEAST. U\\ \t,t.i< 
893-0241 
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725   ILLINOIS AVE.  MAUMEE I 
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Basketball teams open season 
Women's team hosts Purdue 
by Rob McCurdy 
sports writer 
The women's basketball 
team's season opener on Sat- 
urday at 12:30 p.m. won't be a 











Clark, a BG 
assistant Clark 
for five years, replaced Fran 
Voll in October when Voll as- 
sumed the duties of assistant 
athletic director at the Uni- 
versity. 
2) The Falcons play Purdue 
at Anderson Arena, a team 
ticked to finish third in the 
ig 10, and ranked anywhere 
from seventh to 13th in the 
national preseason polls. 
First Clark. 
Clark follows the architect 
of the women's basketball 
program. In seven seasons, 
Voll went 144-60 with four 
Mid-American Conference 
Tournament titles, three 
MAC regular season cham- 
pionships and four appearan- 
ces in the NCAA Tournament. 
"Someone has to do it," 
Clark said about taking over 
for Voll. "I was prepared for 
the head coaching position. I 
was suprised with the time of 
year and the fact that it was 
Bowling Green." 
Junior forward Andrea 
Nordmann said the transition 
from Voll to (.'lark has been 
smooth. 
"She coaches a lot in the 
same way," Nordmann said. 
"She's a little more reserved, 
but still she's a disciplinar- 
ian. They have a lot of the 
same philosophies." 
Next Purdue. 
The Boilmakers beat BG 
last year, 100-56, en route to a 
26-3 Big 10 championship 
season. Purdue was ranked 
as high as third in the nation 
in 1990. 
"When the ball goes up, 
we'll let the game be de- 
termined then, but I don't 
think we'll psych ourselves 
out," Clark said. "Our philos- 
ophy is that we're going to 
worry about our execution. 
We're not going to worry 
about our opponent. If we 
play our game the way we're 
capable of playing it, then we 
are going to be competitive." 
Nordmann said: "I'm not 
going to say we're going to 
win or lose, but I think it's go- 
ing to be a better game. We 
know what to expect." 
The Falcons can expect a 
similar style to their own. 
Both teams will push the ball 
up the floor quickly on offense 
and press and play man-to- 
man on defense. 
Purdue will feature 5-8 
senior guard MaChelle 
Joseph who averaged 20 
points a game last season. 
Against BG last year, Joseph 
scored 26 points on ll-of-17 
shooting from the field. 
"I'm confident," Clark 
said. "We've prepared well 
for the last six weeks. I'm just 
excited because it's our first 
game." 
c c c 
Falcon Notes — The Fal- 
cons open the season with 
eight returning letterwinners 
in addition to 1989 MAC 
Freshman of the Year Lori 
Albers who sat out all of last 
season after undergoing re- 
constructive knee sur- 
gery...The Falcons were tab- 
bes as the number four team 
in the MAC in a preseason 
vote of the coaches. 
Men's team takes on Findlay 
by Glen Lubbert 
assistant sports editor 
What would happen if you 
took away a team's top eleven 
players and replaced them 
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Invitation Tournament berths 
before graduating. Also con- 
sider the fact that two of those 
top players were among the 
best in the Mid-American 
Conference who, combined 
with the other four letterwin- 
ners, made up 70 percent of 
the team's scoring and re- 
bounding power. 
This looks to be the case as 
head basketball coach Jim 
Larranaga takes the 
youngest team in school his- 
tory onto the court tonight for 
the Falcon's home opener 
against Findlay. 
The Falcons will be relying 
entirely   on   inexperienced 
[■layers or players who had 
United roles during previous 
seasons. The key will be how 
quickly those players return- 
ing to the program can adjust 
to their new roles, according 
to Larranaga. 
The sixth season coach will 
be looking toward three 
players to take command of 
the squad — seniors Tom 
Hall, Kirk Whiteman, and 
junior Michael Hugar. 
Hall brings the most expe- 
rience to the team playing in 
all 87 games with eight starts. 
"Tommy has been an out- 
standing sixth man for us, 
and in our opinion, the best 
sixth man in our conference," 
Larranaga said. "His role has 
completely changed from be- 
ing a substitute to now being a 
starter and our leader. I think 
he's very well prepared for 
that. We re very confident of 
his abilities. We're very con- 
fident in his strengths and 
will attempt to take advan- 
tage of them on a regular 
basis." 
The 6-5 forward's qualifica- 
tions include an average of 7.8 
points and 4.6 rebounds per 
game while shooting 58.2 per- 
cent from the floor during his 
three years with the Falcons. 
His field goal percentage is 
the best career and season 
figure in BG history. Last 
season, Hall averaged 7.6 
points and 4.9 rebounds per 
game. 
When the Falcons step onto 
the hardwood, they will be 
facing an experienced UF 
squad who is returning 10 let- 
termen with four starters. 
The Oilers also have an out- 
standing basketball tradition, 
according to Larranaga. 
"They've got a lot of bal- 
ance, Larranaga said. 
"They have good three-point 
shooting from the perimeter, 
and even their big guvs can 
go out and shoot the ball from 
long range." 
BG hopes to counter their 
offensive drive with a defense 
that seems to be the key to the 
Falcon's success this season, 
according to Larranaga. 
"It's going to be very im- 
portant that our defense 
create some turnovers," Lar- 
ranaga said. "If Findlay is 
able to run their offense every 
single time down the floor...I 
think they'll find success." 
The last time the BG played 
the Oilers was during the 
1987-88 season with Falcons 
winning 70-63. 
TV BG Ne*i/Jay Mar*** 
Freshman forward George Finney takes command of the ball 
during an exhiition game against Banik Cigelo-Czechoslavakia. 
The left-hander from Elmsford High School was MVP of the 
state high school tournament in 1990. He will help the men's 
team as they host Findlay at 7:30 p.m. tonight and Cleveland 
State Monday night at 7:30. The women's team plays Purdue at 




If you're stuck with a 
student loan that's not in 
default, the Army might 
pay it off. 
If you qualify, we'll 
reduce your debt by 'A for 
each year you serve as a 
soldier, so after just 3 
years you'll have a clean 
slate. 
You'll also have train- 
ing in a choice of skills and 
enough self-assurance to 
last you the rest of your 
life. 
Get all the details 
from your Army Recruiter. 
SSG Chris Duncan 
SSG Ken Klenk 
352-7541 
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BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
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are now being 
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Apply at 214 West Holl 
Deadline is 5 p.m. 


















with the Rockets 
by Krik Pupillo 
sporls writer 
Once again, the Toledo Rockets travel down 1-75 to collide with the 
Falcons in NCAA competition. Only this time, the action won't take 
place at Doyt Perry Field, rather at Cooper Pool in the Recreation 
Center as Toledo and Bowling Green compete in a swimming meet. 
This meet should be a bam burner as Toledo's men's team will be 
going all out to defeat the Falcons, according to head coach Brain 
Gordon. This will be the Rockets last meet of the quarter, and they 
won't swim again until Jan. Gordon thinks Toledo is gearing to end the 
season on a positive note. 
"If we go by what Toledo did last year, then I expect them to come 
into this meet shaven," Gordon said. "This is their final competition 
and they'll be looking for good performances and fast times." 
Gordon expects this meet to be a strength versus weakness type of 
match- up. "file Falcons should dominate the longer distance events 
while Gordon thinks the Rockets will be just as good in the sprints. 
"They have the best freestyle sprinter in the conference in Matt 
Zimmer," Gordon said. "He won the SO free and was runner up in th 
100 free to a graduating senior in the conference last year. He should 
win both his events, and they'll place him in one of the relays. It'll be 
interesting to see if they are confident enough to race us in the 400 
freestyle relay without Zimmer and challenge us in the medlay relay 
with him." 
D See SWIMMING, page eleven. 
Come Live With US! 
Summer & Fall 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES 
8th & High - Rental Office 
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa 
352-9378 
9 & 12 Month Leases Available 
• Fox Run    * Mini Mall    * Piedmont 
* Haven House Manor    * Small Buildings    * Frontier Housing 
* Birchwood Place    * Houses 
Efficiencies,    1    Bedroom,   2   Bedroom   -   Furnished 
or    Unfurnished,     Laundry    Facilities    available. 
All Rentals have full use of Cherrywood Health Spa. @ 
Alpha Gamma Delta Date Dash! 
Hey Gammers! 
I sure fooled you. 
It's not Miami U, it's 
Groovemaster & 
you! 
So grab a date. 
Don't be late. 
Meet at the house 
at 8:30 p.m. 
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Volleyball fights for MAC title 




These teams are the only two 
barriers that stand in the way of 
the volleyball team taking the 
Mid-American Conference title 
and completing its winningest 
season ever. 
BG will meet Miami Saturday 
and then face off against Ball 
State the following day here at 
Anderson Arena. 
This weekend is by no means a 
cake walk for the volleyball 
team. Both teams bring impres- 
sive records into town as they are 
just two games behind the front- 
running Falcons. 
The Redskins are 20-9 overall, 
11-3 in league play, and are the 
defending   champs.   Miami   is 
stacked with talent as they have 
last year's MAC Tournament 
Most Valuable Player and first- 
team All-MAC pick in Angel Mil- 
ler and honorable mention Kathy 
Whalen. 
Miller, a senior outside hitter, 
is enjoying another good year as 
she is fourth in the league in kills. 
Whalen, a senior setter, leads the 
conference in assists per game 
with 11.98. 
The Cardinals also present a 
problem for BG. They are an ex- 
Silenced team with 11 returning 
ternian and five returning 
starters. Ball State, with an 18-7 
overall record and an 11-3 mark 
in the MAC, is tied with the Red- 
skins for second place. 
Ball State also has an 'ace' in 
the hole in senior Stephanie 
Decker. Currently leading the 
league in service aces per game. 
Decker was also a second-team 
All-MAC pick last year. 
"There is a lot at stake for all 
three teams this weekend," head 
coach Denise Van De Walle said. 
"This would be a great way to fin- 
ish out the season (with two 
wins), and playing tough games 
like these at the end of the season 
will keep us ready for the tour- 
nament. 
The Falcons, however, have 
already clinched at least a tie in 
the MAC with victories over Ohio 
University and Kent State last 
weekend. The volleyball team 
needs just one win this weekend 
to clinch the title alone. 
One victory would also equal 
BG's previous record for wins, 
also held by a Van De Walle- 
coached team. A sweep against 
Miami and Ball State would give 
the volleyball team the record 
outright. 
"The record is very exciting," 
said Van De Walle. "We really 
have not talked about it, though. 
We are more worried about fin- 
ishing on top of the league." 
Senior middle hitter Tammy 
Schiller is going for some records 
of her own. Schiller is iust 14 kills 
away from totalling 500 for the 
year and needs 44 to break the 
school record of 530, which she 
set. The 1990 MAC Player of the 
Year already leads the MAC in 
kills per game with a 5.17 mark. 
The Falcon defense, which has 
lapsed at times this year, is the 
key to their success. The volley- 
ball team, facing two potent 
offenses, will need to be at the top 
of it's game in this category. 
"In order to win, we need con- 
sistent defense, especially block- 
ing and digging," van De Walle 
said. "With all three teams carry- 
ing good offenses, this weekend 
should be very intense." 
SWIMMING  
Continued from page ten. 
According to Gordon, other match-ups to watch will be the 200 back- 
stroke where Jason Campbell and Chris Lewter of BG take on Jeff 
Bush of UT and the 200 breast-stroke where Rob Schafer represents the 
Falcons against Steve Karagiozis and Paul Barringer. 
Gordon thinks the Falcons last two days of preparation have been 
the best all season. The only thing that might hamper BG is a minor 
case of the flu bug which is going around, causing Gordon not to know 
who will be 100 percent healthy by meet time. 
"I think we are the better team if we swam the Rockets on equal 
terms," Gordon said. "If we were shaven and they were shaven, I'd 
think we'd win easy, but since we're not shaven and they are, it could 
come down to the wire." The Falcons women's squad has received 
plenty of good news this week. They get two divers back that missed 
the Eastern Michigan meet with the flu; they received some votes to 
rank around 30th in the season's first top 25 poll; and they face a 
Toledo team that is in it's first year of it's program. 
Gordon doesn't want BG to get sloppy, but tney are still swimming a 
lot of swimmers in off events. Jody Reed and Josie McCulloch will 
swim the IM while Keely Yenglin will compete in the 200 free instead 
of her normal longer freestyle events. 
"This will be a good meet for us to work on our depth and for specta- 
tors to come out and <see how a young team competes against us," 
Gordon said. 
Though Gordon likes to take one meet at a time, the Falcons have to 
be looking forward to some of the big invitational and duel meets in 
their future. They have the U.S. Open in Minneapolis, the Pittsburgh 
Relays and a big meet with Notre Dame which will all be attended by 
voters, who will if they are impressed, cast more votes in the Falcons 
favor. 
"If everything works out and our women swim up to their capabili- 
ty, we'll get a lot of votes from people who normally don't get a chance 
to see us; and we could crack the top 25 by Christmas," Gordon said. 
Swimming events will commence at 6; 00 P.M. and according to 
Gordon,   all   fan   support   is   needed   and   welcomed. 
Classified 
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION 
• " " Happy Hours' ' " 
5 9 pm • - Frl Nov 22 -   Photographs 
$1 members-Si 50non   -$1 SO pitchers 
ATTENTION 
DO you know you do noi need to be a member 
of Ihe Honors Program to enroll m Honors 
classes? it you have at leas! a 3 5 GPA. you 
may sign up tor these classes at the Honors 
Program office.   231 Adm   BWg   during open 
registration ^^^^__^_^_^^_ 
ATTENTION ALPHA LAMBDA OELTA   MEM- 
BERS 
Applications for a $3000 fellowship tor gradu- 
ate study are available   Call Don Collier at 
372-5865 'or more nlormation 
Cartoon Froezelag 
af 
Good Tymes Pub 
Saturday. Nov 23 
10 30pm 
LAGALAQA LAQA 
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance 




Monday - Wednesday - Friday 
7 to 10 p.m. 
352-5242 ■ * 352LAQA 
LAQALAGALAGA 
PHI UPSILON OMICRON 
FALL INITIATION 
Sunday. November 24th at 7 OO p m  *i the 
Galiena   Come celebrate with our new mem- 
bers' 
SENIORS 
Are you an Unsung Hero"? Do you know a (el- 
low senior that has some unique quality that 
makes them special The KEY is looking to fea- 
ture these seniors m the yearbook tf you wish 
to be featured or if you know someone who 
should be featured, slop by 28 West Hall to till 
out a questionnaire  
Significantly overweight women are encour- 
aged lo participate in a research project aimed 
af understanding the experience ol being over 
weight Women experiencing this condition & 
willing to discuss retavant issues, contact Mi- 
chelle at 372 2271  
St Thomas More 
Spring housing available 
For more into call 352-5232 
Studenl Council For Exceptional Students 
Attention al Special Education majors 
and all other majors as we* 
Ploam come to our meeting11 
When Sunday. November 24. 1991 
Where   114 Education Building 
Time: 7 00 p m 
Speaker Jan Wotlle "Teenage Suicide" 
If you have any questions about this top*, 
please come and join us tor this enlightening 
program 
URBAN ART SHOW 
An art exhibition ot paintings by art studenis of 
B G S.U to benetii homeless shelters m Toledo 
OPENING RECEPTION 
This Saturday. Nov 23 6-8 p m 
WANT TO QUIT? 
Nol school not your job    SMOKING1 
Group meetings Wednesdays 
Beginning Ocl   23 8 30-7 30 pm 
Call 372 8302 or 372-8303 to register 
NO FEE! 
To adopt   a smoker tor   the Great American 
Smokeout cal the Wei at 372-8303 
LOST & FOUND 
Found 2 house keys on a procare key chain 
with #425 on each key Can 352 5649  
LOST Set of keys on colorful keycham Lost in 
area ot Intramural Fields Please Call 
354 5239  
Lost one gold bracelet Has a symbol consist 
ingot two leaves, one pink, one green Reward 
call 2 5550. ask tor Tony or leave message 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Horseback Riding and Hayndes 
 313 856 3973 
LSAT • ORE ' GMAT 
Before you lake the test, cal the expert Local 
classes    forming    now     Kaplan    Educational 
Center Call for details 536-3701 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE 
Scholarships and Grants 
1-800 USA-1221 exl   2033 
PREGNANT? 
We can help  FREE pregnancy tests and sup 
portrve services   Confidential   BG Pregnancy 
Center Ceil 354 HOPE 
Kevin Costner 
wants you 
this weekend in 
Eva Mane Saint Theatre 
• • • RHa Schafer •' * 
Happy Birthday1 




Alpha XI Delta Alpha XI Oelta 
Would the following people please report 
to the Alpha XI house at 7:30 pm tonight 
Tammy Sharp* Abby Bolt 
Lisa Molllca Julie Miller 
Julie Kahlenburg Stacey Sharp 
Erin Ellis Linda Bahl 
Krlsien Rowe Shawnee Lee 
Amy Estereno Laurie Stauas 
Lynn Smith 
Please be prompt, thanks. 
Alpha XI Delia Alpha XI Delta 
SPECIAL MOTEL RATES 
$25 per day minimum Call for details 
BEST WESTERN FALCON PLAZA 
14S0E WoosterSt 
352-4671 
* * ' Happy Birthday * * * 
I want you to know 
Thai our love is true 
And that this Birthday wish 
Is meant |ust lor you 
Love. Your Little Fral Boy 
' ' • • Veronica 
AGO * AGO ' AGO ■ AGO ■ AGO ■ AGO 
Congratulations   lo Laura Armour on   her en- 
gagement to Jim Messer   Good luck m your fu- 
ture together 
AGD ■ AGO • AGO ' AGO " AGD ' AGD 
AGD * AGO ' AGO » AGD ' AGO 
Congrats to our Orientation Leaders 
Chns Adams. Renee Arora. Shely Carruthers 
Michelle DeNatale. Jodi Earl. Elaine Hnvnak. 
Katie Kopl. Pam Neckel. Amy Riemersma Car 
rie Weler. Susan Warner 
AGD ' AGD * AGO ■ AGD * AGD 
AGD * AGD * AGD * AGD * AGD 
Congrats to the Alpha Gams on Panhel Exec 
Maggy Williams- V.P Rush 
Melissa Young • Secretary 
Julie Graham - Treasurer 
AGD ' AGO ' AGO ' AGO * AGD 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
Date Dash Tomghr 
Date Dash Tonight1 
Date Dash Tonight' 
Gammers are Groovm ' 
Meet at the house at 8 30 pm 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
Dale Dash Tonight' 
Date Dash Tonight' 
Dale Dash Tonight' 
Gammers are Groovln,, 
Meet at the house at 8 30 pm 
AGD ' AGO ' AGO * AGD ■ AGD 
The Sisters o' Alpha Gamma Delta wish ever- 
yong a sate and happy Thanksgiving Break' 
Gobble Gobble1 
AGD ' AGD * AGD * AGD ■ AGD 
ALPHA GAMMA OELTA 
Date Dash Tonight' 
Date Dash Tonight' 
Date Dash Tonight? 
Gammers are Groovm'1 
Meet at Ihe house at 8 30 p m 
AGD • AGD * AGD * AGO 
Congrats to Leigh Merchant and Chris Thomp- 
son on Iherr recent engagement   Best ot luck 
and happiness together 
AGD • AGO • AGO ■ AGO 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
Dele Dash Tonight' 
Date Dash Tonight' 
Date Dash Tonight' 
Gammers are Groovm' 
Meet al the house at 8 30 p m 
• * Tesso " ■ 
I am very proud ot you' Mickey can only have 
/ou tor one semester, the rest you're mine' 
Buz 
■ Attention'" * 
ALL YOU CAN EAT PANCAKES! 
PANCAKE BREAKFAST IS COMING 
PANCAKE BREAKFAST IS COMING 
Sun Nov 24(10 30-2 30) 
St Thomas More Church 
$2.00 • at the door or buy a 
ticket from any Phi Mu1 
Proceeds to benefit Protect HOPE 
•PHI Mb" PHIMu" 
• PHI MU ' PHI MU ' PHI MU ■ 
Gel psyched for the Twister Tea on Saturday' 
Let's see how many ways we can "twist' the 
night away' See you there' 
' PHI MU ■ PHI MU • PHI MU ■ 
Congratulations TONI VELLEMAN and TARA 
PANEtT on being part ot the Orientation Board 
We are so proud ol you" 
• PHI MU " PHI MU * PHI MU ■ 
• PHI MU " PHI MU ' PHI MU ' PHI MU ' 
Officer ol Ihe Week 
Lorl Walker 
Sister ol the Week 
Diane Dovarsa 
• PHI MU * PHI MU ' PHI MU * PHI MU ■ 
• Pi Phi * Rita Senator ■ Pi Phi * 
I hope that you have a wonderful birthday1 May 
al your dreams and wishes come true1 
Love. Your Favonte Roomie 
(P S   Can you believe only 5 months 'W we're 
outa here') 
' PI PHI" PI PHI • PIPHI * 
HEATHER PRIVETT 
Hope you have an awesome weekend1 
Keep up that Pi Phi pride and spirit1 
Love. Your Senior Sis M*>dy 
■' • BONNIE BROSNAN * * * 
Good kick tonight' 
Swim as last as you drive' 
Love. Bren 
•' "KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA 
Get excited tor an AWESOME sisterhood Beat 
the house at 11 30 on Sunday don't bejale  
ADVERTISING CLUB 
HAPPY HOURS 
M T Muggs 
TODAY 
7-9 pm 
Tacos. Pizza. Hot Dogs 
See Ya There 
AGD AGD AGD AGD AGD AGD 
To all my Sisters 
Surprise, surprise surprise' We are having a 
dale dash and it's gang to be the best ever' I 
hope you all have a great lime' Get ready to 
'groove'' 
Love. Jules 
P S Beth Ann. don't say I told you ao» 
Alpha Ormcron Pi Sisters 
Li» Jen. Vanessa Becky. Lara. Kan 
Semi-Formal is here1 Gel excited' 
Alpha love Jennifer 
ALPHA OMICRON PI * ALPHA OMICRON PI 
Hey AOTT Littlea- 
Your Bigs love you11!1 
AOTT Pledges are the best! 
Alpha Phi Omega Lit Jim Nomine 
Hope to see you at the party tonight' 
I'll be wearing blue' 
ZKiove Your Big 
Alpha Sig Alpha Sig Alpha S»g 
Brother ot the Week ■ Ian Frank 
Officer ol the Week • Dave Robison 
Athlete ot the Week • Scott Plickert 
Pledge ot the Week - Mike Gerboth 
Alpha Sig Alpha S*g Alpha S-g 
• • • APO * ' * APO * * * APO * * ' 
Welcome Chns S and Kim R 
You're AWESOME Pledges 
Love you both'" 
Your Alpha Phi Omega B-g  
ALPHA XI * PHI DELT * ALPHA XI 
Congratulations Jackie Fortunato and Phi Delta 
Theta Joshua MacDonald on your recent lava- 
lienng' 
Tne Sisters ol Alpha Xi Delta 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
Hi' Christy Mendenhell 
You're   Xi   Best Little Ever 
I Love You 
Thanks lor everything 
 Xi Love. Big Megan  
ANOTHER VICTIM FALLS TO A 
680 POUND SOLID ROCK 
REST IN PEACE 
93 Q  
'POMMEPETTES' 
You're all awesome' 
Good Luck Friday' 
Pom Lov & Friendship. 
Your#1 Fan 
AOTT • AOTT ■ AOTT « AOTT ' AOTT 
Big Broccoli ■ The semester is almost at its end 
I just wanted to remind you ol al the (un times 
and memories 
The mtamous quote board • Bonus". Oh God 
yeah1." and Regarding the alcohohc trip' 
I oops' Cheers lo old and new men (when it 
rams, it pours'") A sudden interest bl Rugby 
and men's legs? I think I'M go visit the President 
m D C ' Don't forget your useful care package 
At least you found some use lor fish net hose - 
you slut" (Ha1) We can't forget • double mush- 
room pizza from Myles (Ira & your new compo- 
site picture), being nailed m the boob during 
RUSH', the "Charge Card Family. Homecom- 
ing weekend with the family and keeping me 
under control (What was that soc » again?) By 
the way. I am head ot the lamJy Let's ta» 
about sex baby'" Ready tor semi-formar> Love 
the dress, so wJI your date' I think we are lack- 
ing on the Hudson tripe especially with that new 
Umit of yours Here we come Chicago I cant 
wait) Here's to the memories and to more and 
better ones next semester' Bets anyone"" 
Love your Ul • Straw 
AOTT ■ AOTT ■ AOTT ■ AOTT ' AOTT 
AOTT ' BGSU Faculty * AOTT 
The Sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi would hke to 
thank the faculty members lor all ot then great 
efforts' 
Faculty Appreciation Month 
AOTT ' PHI KAPPA TAU ■ AOTT 
Mike. 
Gel psyched tor Friday we are gonna have a 
blast' i love you' 
LeaJt) 
AOTT • S*G EP " AOTT 
The pledges ol AOTT would hke to thank the 
SKI EP pledges tor Kissing Carnatons 
Love. 
Tt)« AOTT Pledge Class 
Are you having trouble recruiting 
members for your organization? 
Start your recruiting season oft with a BANG!' 
Come to S O L D s Recruitment Workshop on 
Wednesday. December 4 at 8 00 p m m the 
Alumni Room. 3rd floor of the Student Union 
For reservations call Student Activities at 
372 2843 
We're SOLO on Leadersnip' 
A2D ' Chelsea Furlong " AZD 
Congratulations   Chelsea   lor being choaen as 
Vice President ol Membership Development for 
Panhel Our chapter is very proud ot you' 
Love. Your Alpha Xi Staters 






See it tor yourself 
Call 354 4557 
CHI OMEGA CHI OMEGA CHI OMEGA 
CONGRATULATIONS 
Nicky Pohlmann & Knsti Heck 
on being elected 
Pannel President & Cabinet Director' 
to work earnestly, to speak kmdly. to act a*i 
cerely.   to  choose   thoughtfully   thai  course 
which occasion and conscience demand." and 
to be discouraged never'" 
I'm so proud ot you both ■
Always in Chi Omega 
Mrndy 
CHI OMEGA CHI OMEGA CHI OMEGA 
Chi Omega Chi Omega Chi Omega 
We love our Bigs 
We love our Blga 
We love our Bigs 
Chi Omega Chi Omega Chi Omega 
Chi Omega * Nicky * Chi Omega 
Congratulations on being elected President ot 
Panhel' We knew you could do It' 
AOTT • Laura & Enca ' AOTT 
CHI-0 ' CHI-O ' CHI-0 * CHI-0 
CongratutahonsNICKY POHLMANN on your 
election as Panhel President andKRIST) HECK 
on your election as Panhel Cabinet Director' 
Were proud of you both and know you'll do an 
awesome )Ob' 
Love 
Your Chi-0 Sisters 
Little Sue - Alpha Phi Omega 
You only have 3 days to wait 
And then we all can celebrate 
Sunday at last we'll be 
On« bio haoov family.  
coot, on p. 12 
FALCON MEN'S BASKETBALL TONIGHT VS. FINDLAY, 7:30! 
.. Register to Win One of Our GREAT PRIZES! 
** i «i Pnje - Choice of Electric or Accoustic 
Grand Opening Specials 
Guitar Strings - *2.00 • Guitar Stands - '8.00 
• Specials on In-Stock Guitars 
R & R Sound 
131 W. Wooster, BG 
354-5055 
t si z i l i i  
Guitar 1300 00 Value 
(5) 2nd Prizes • Guitar Strap or Set ol 
Strings 
* Drawing ti to Held Sat. ROT. 23 al 5 i.m. 
1 Return to R&R Sound 





BG News €ditor 
for 
Spring Semester 1992 
are now being accepted.  
Apply at  214   West Hall 
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coot, from p. 11 
HOLIDAY LIOHT SHOW 
AT TOLEDO ZOO 
Wed DK.46-10pm 
$6 covers transportation end admission 
Coma aaa tha beautiful Ughta 
and the animate. Sign up for ihl a 
..clllng trip In Ida UAO Office, Ird 
Hoot Union. Call 372-2343 for Into. 
CWCAOO - CHtCAQO - CHICAGO 
Eacapa Bowing Qraan 
UAO is I'ovohng to Chicago 
Cvar MLK Waakand-Jan 18-20 
Transportation and Hotol only I7» 
Sign upa atari Dae 2andendDac 18 
Call UAO at 372-2343 lor more Bilo 
CHICAGO-CHICAGO- CHICAGO 
NUTCRACKER BALLET 
Saturday. Dac 7 leave at 3 00 pm 
Ratum 8 00 pm Sign up NOW m the UAO 
OKtoa. 3rd Door Union. 
Only $20 lor ticket and transportation 
Don't miss this Hoeday Tradition 
SIGN UP NOW I 
Cad 372-2343 lor Into 
DON'T MISS THE 
• • POMMERETTES ■ ■ 
STONIGHT    IS    THE     AWESOME    SEASON 
OPENER 
YOU'LL BE IMPRESSED1 - ' 
FUNK - N ■ ROLL 
TaDuta Rosa is back' 
HI Nov 22 a Sat Nov 23 
EaayStreel Cafe 
Graok Sweatshirts 
initials a Names 
5333 Monroe SI 
Toledo. Ohio 43823 
419-885-3039 
HAPPY FOUNDER'S DAY CHI OMEGA! 
I      Founded locally November 22 1947 
44 years ol sister hood and success' 
■ 
l+IELP' 2.3 or 4 people needed to take over 
apartment lease lor spring' Cheap1 Close to 
-campus' CaH 353-8389. leave a massage 
KOKDKDKDKOKO 
Kevin 
$m got my date 
ioannotwarl 
Tl as ready to go 
•So Kev get psyched 
y/» can dance al night 
•Until <va llnd "Dear Waldo" 
-Uxl 
i. . . 
Kama. Kama. KeeM. K-EL-L-I-E 
Happy 22nd Birthday 
(want 
Remember you have to have 
one lor every year   aBEER! 
We love you 
IV* Blanche. Rosa and Dorothy 
Phi Pal PN Pal Phi Pal 
ROD. Stave and Brady. 
A hunting we wlB go. 
m search ol dear Waldo. 
So Da ready by seven. 
For Kappa Datta heaven' 
Love your KD dates. 
Amy, Kan and Gretchen 
 KD KD KO KO KD KD 
Ohio State va Michigan 
10tt TVScreen 
Easyatreet Cafe at 12:00 Saturday 
Specials Doga. Tacoa A Bear 
OPA • • Pledges • • OPA 
You can't sleep forever • Watch Out1 
The Brothers ol Alpha Sigma Phi would like to 
wtah everyone a safe and happy Thanksgiving 
Sincerely. 
Tha Alpha Slga 
Tha Slaters of CrN Omega congratulate tha new- 
ly-elected membera ol the Panheeentc and 
Inlerfralernlty executive boards' 
ThetaChla 




Ohio State vs Michigan 
lOtt TVScreen 
Easyatreet Cafe at 12:00 Saturday 
Specials Doga, Tacoa A Bear 
JOSH 
HAPPY 21 ST SWEETIE' 
YOU'RE THE BEST' 
I LOVE YOU! 
INORID 
KD KD KD KD KD 
Happy 21 at Birthday 
WENDY 




Little Angela - Alpha Phi Omega 
Sunday will be ao fun 
Cur than at la at our wait Is dona 
If the other brothers sren't aware 
We'll show them who's tha beat palrll 
Happy Birthday! (A day lets'I Surprised?? 
Looking forward to celebrating' 
love. Mlndy 
Phi Beta Lambda 
Future Buameaa Leaders of America 
Officer of tha Month 
President Mar cut Kennedy 
Member of the Month 
Kevin Finn 
Phi Mu Pancake Breakfast 
Phi Mu Pancake Breakfast 
Phi Mu Pancake Breakfast 
IT'S A JUNOLE OUT THERE I 
At tha Toledo Zoo that la' UAO la 
traveling to the zoo on Wed Dec 4 
for Toledo's Annual Lights Feattva! 
Only S6 gala you there A gala you In. 
This Is a Holiday Tradition you won I 
want to miss CM 372-2343 for more 
details Signups nave started! 
PI Kap KD PI Kap KD PI Kap KD 
JohnB- 
Watch out lor those elevator encounters • who 




pi pH| ... p| pH| 
PI Phi Pledgee are the beat around! Keep up 
the great work' Initiation Ian l thai far away! We 
love you! 
Love. The Actives 
PI PHI ••• PI PHI 
SK1EP 
Brother ol the Week 
ToddSackeaa 
 Booby Kosar  
Sig Ep • Alex • Sig Ep 
Oel excited lor tonight! I know I am! We're go- 
ng to celebrate New Year'a AOTT style' 
AOTT • Laura • AOTT 
SIO EP SAM SEZ: 
Don't eat too much 
next week 
BREAKS 
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW! 
DAYTON A BEACH 
5 ana ? NIGHTS 
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND 
5 AND 7 NIGHTS 
STEAMBOAT 
■    2 5 AND 7 NIGHTS 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
'    7 NIGHTS 
FORT LAUDERDALE 
7 NIGHTS 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND 
5 AND 7 NIGHTS 
MUSTANG ISLAND I 
PORT ARANSAS 
5 AND 7 NIGHTS 
11th Annual 
Celebration! 





Spring Break In Cancun' H wtl be here before 
you know it' Outgoing campus representative 
wanted by the nations largest and moat suc- 
cessful spring break tour operator Receive a 
FREE trip and cash lor promoting our trips to 
your friends and classmates Call 
1 -800-395-4696 for more information' 
OPA-Acttvee 
Lets gat excited for the retreat' 
" Sat. 1-5 p.m. Prout Lounge ■ 
Qamee. sisterhood. FUN' C U There1 
The BG News Classified Information      Mail-in Form 
DEADLINE: 
HATES: 
Monday prior to publication, noon 
(The BG News la not responsible for postal service delays) 
per ad are 75* per ana. $2.26 minimum 
60* extra per ad lor boM face 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per toe. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
1'or2* ads 
(8 fcne maximum)        $6.50 par Insertion 
(18 ana maximum)    $12 95 per Insertion 
yREPAYMENT:   * '•quirad for an non-university related businesses snd IndrvtdueJe 
NOTICE: The BG News «ri not be responsible lor error due to **ga>*ty or incomplete Intormation  Please coma lo 214 
west flail immediately II there Is an error m your ad TIM M News win not be responsible for typographical 
errors in classified ada for more than two consecutive Inaartlona. 
The BO News reservea the right to release the namaa ol ndrviduala who place advertising m The BO News 
The decision on whether to release this Intormation she! be made by the management ol The BO rVewa. Tha 
purpose ol tme policy la lo dlecourege the placement ol edvertlelng that may be cruel or unnecessarily 
embarrassing lo individuate or organisations Cases ol fraud can be proaecuted 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
NAME (print) 
ADDRESS   _ 
PHONE   # 
SOCIAL SECURITY # OR ACCOUNT #  
(For billing purposes only) 
Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear. 
Circle words you wish to appear in bold type. 
Wanted  Lost and Found 
Wo*.  For Sale 
For Hern  Personals 
ClaBetttcatkH! in which you wleh your ad to appear      Campua a Ctfy Events" 
 Help Wanted 
 Services Offered 
• Flrsl day, $1 00 service charge only ■- knit 36 words lor s non-profit event or meeting Subsequent days are charged at regular 
claasltied rstea 
Dates to appear 
f 
I 
Total number of days to appear 
Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Mail) 
Tha BO News 
214 West Hall 
BGSU 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403 
(checks payable to The BG News) 
Plwne: 372-2601 
TIME TO SHOP!' 
Saturday, Nov. 21 
1000 am- 6.00 pm 
S6 00 wH gat you to the 
Fair lane Mall - DM .born. Ml 
Sign-up in the UAO office. 
3rd Floor Union 
CM 372 2343 lor into 
TROY AND MARK 
Put away the sh-ttuckers and leans. 
You're young, you'll adjust' 
It's fluff chics night 
So get exerted to be with tha 
Two eternal beings of happiness 
Chs-Clvng! 
Lara and Klrstln 
UAO CRAFT FAIR 
Mark your calender to check this out! 
Tuesday-Thursday Dec 3-5 
10am-6pm Lenhert Grand Ballroom 
Get your hoeday shopping done hare! 
Great handmade crafts wil be available 
DON'T MISS IT! 
1 or 2 female roommates lor Spring semester 
Non-smokara Cheap rent 354-8082 Ask lor 
Kim  
A great apt 1 or 2 Butokfeaare needed for 
Spring Close to campus 354-4942 
ASAP 
1 or 2 male or female roommates for Spring 
Semester Close tc campua In Campua Manor. 
352-8653 aa» lor M*e  
Desperate 
1 female wanted to 
Sublease for Spring! 
Own room / I St month rentFree' 
Call Meheeeal 352 5369 
8-10 am or after 10 pm 
Female SuMeesor Needed ASAPII 
H sublease beg Dec I WIN pay half ol rani Ha- 
ven   House.    $150   mo.    3   roommates. 
352 3993  
Female sublessor needed lor Spring or ASAP 
Rant only S05 31/month Cad 372-3678. 
leave message. 
Graduating Senior needs 1 or 2 sublessors lor 
Spring '92 AVAILABLE DEC. 22nd 
$300mo plus electric and phone. Very close 
to campus. 326 Eaay Leroy (upstairs ) Fuay 
furnished Cal Scott at 363-0761 Leave mee- 
«9» 
HATE YOUR ROOMMATES?? 
Sublessor needed for Srplng '92 OWN ROOM. 
Complete appl $162 50 mo and utilities Cal 
Chns 354-3257 leave message 
HELP' Desperately need lemale subteaser lor 
Spring '92' Fox Run Apt S150Vmo pfua uttn- 
ttsa. Pteaee oaf Melody M 362-2560. 
HELP! We need people to aubksaae lor 
Spring 92. Close to campus, unique place, 
cool roommates. Rent la VERY negotiable. 
Call 352-7600 or 154-0474 ASAP. 
WANT TO WORK ON THE BG NEWS STAFF 
THIS SPRING? SETTER START VOLUNTEER- 
ING NOW! CALL LYNN. 2-6968 MEETINGS 8 
PM SUNDAYS   210 WtSI HALL 
WOMEN OF PI BETA PHI 
TWO WEEKS UNTIL MONMOUTH DUO 
WE GOT OUR DATES-HOW ABOUT YOU? 
GET EXCITED! 
LOVE - THE KAPPAS 
xo xo xo xo xo xo xo 
We lo.a our Pledge Board 
Wa love on. Pledge Board 
Ws love our Pledge Board 
XO XO XO XO XO XO XO 
XOXOXOXOXOXO 
JM Weaver • Congratulations on your recent 
engagement! Best wishes! 
All our love. 
The Pledge Class 
XOXOXOXOXOXO 
XO Pledge Pledge XO 
Jodl Rodgere- Congratulations on doing so 
awesome on American Gladiators. You're awe- 
some! 
All our love, 
Your Pledge Sislers 
XO Pledge Pledge XO 
WANTED 
-HELP- 
1 nonsmoking lemale needed lo sublease a 
vary large one bedroom apt lor Spring '92. As 
dose to campus as you can gat w/o Irving on 
campus Call Lou 352 4809 
1 lemale roommate needed to sublease an IN- 
CREDIBLE apt spring semester Call 
354-6764   Ask for Teresa. LaAnn. Laura, or 
Aahatry.  
1 female sublessor wanted for Spring semes- 
ter    Close   lo   campus     Own   room    Cal 
352 0486 lor details!  
1 mala roommate wonted for Spring Semes 
tar on Frasaa Ave. S71 Sfeemeeter plus 
phone. Call 352-7591 loday and meet ue. 
1 nonsmoking female subleaser needed lor 
Spring '92. Fox Run Apia. Call 352-7210 and 
Let's mskeedealM mo. FREE I Help me go to 
Europell 1 female roommate nestled for 1 
bsdrcsai apt J72-7SSS daya. IS2-3eSS evee. 
Need 1 or 2 nonsmoking lemale roommafea for 
Spring semester Caff 364-6469 lor more de 
teas  
Need one person to sublease house only 2 
blocks from campus Own room, rseaoneble 
rani Cal Oaryl or Scott al 362-7206.  
NEEDED 1 male or female roommate to eub- 
lease lor Spring Semester OWN ROOM. NO 
UTILITIES Mouse on South Prospect $120 
per month Cal 364-8962  
Needed 
1 or 2 lemale sublessors lor Spring 
Rent $ 150/mo and electric 
Cloae to campua"1 
Caff 362-1768 Aak tor Kkn or Aanee 
Needed. 1 male sublease lor: Spring Semester 
Umv Village Apia. For info eel 362-2834. 1 st 
llautlBl neel 
NO DEPOSIT 
1  or 2 female sublessors. $150/mo lor 1 
$1 12 50lor2 Cs» Jennie 352-3721 
Non-smoking lemale sublessor, own room, 1 
block from campus, no utnitiee. free cable. 
$800 aemesler. svsll Dec 19 Can 




Apply at Wood County Nursing Home 
1 1080 E Gypsy Lane Rd . B G . Ohio 
353-8411  
REDUCED RENT - FREE CABLE 
1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED 
CALL LORI AT 38IISBI 
SAVE A GRADUATE! 
SUBLEASE MY APT NEXT SEMESTER WILL 
HAVE OWN ROOM AND 1 FEMALE ROOM- 
MATE COMPLETELY FURNISHED. AIR 
COND . PARKING, ate OUEEN SIZE BED AND 
PHONE JACK IN YOUR ROOM! YOU PAY 
ELEC ONLY CALL PEGGY AT 352-3618 
FOR MORE DETAILS 
Sublease male lor CHEAP apartment Cloae 
lo campus Cal 354-7749 ask lor Jefl 
Sublease Spring and/or Summer 1992. 1 per 
eon. 1 bedroom efficiency apt Furnished, 
microwave.   S235/mo    Near   campua    Cal 
352-2651 or 1-833-2876  
Sublessors needed! 2 BR 2 bath Frazee apt 
dose lo campua! $160/monlh Give us a caff 
352 0579   
Want mete tiMemtr for Spring Semeeter. 2 
bdrm. 2 bathroom, nice and inexpensive 
352 7175   ask for Scott  
Wanted 2 bedroom apt cloae lo SI Aloyslus 
school Caff 353-4374. 
Wanted male Bubleaaaf for Spring, one block 
from campua. $100/montti • negotiable Cal 
Mark ASAP al 354 5082  
We're graduating Need 2 people lo sublease 
our apartment Close to campus and cheap. 






Spring Semester 1992 
Apply at Student Employment NOW! 
VCT a Graprvc Design Maaors 
pet hands-on experience! 
VCT Full-time Co-ocs a 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - flshanaa 
Earn $5,000 /month Free iranaportatlonl 
Room A Board! Over 8.000 opening* 
No experience necessary Malaor Female 
For employment program cal Student Employ 
mant Sarvlcea al I 206-545 4165 ext 160 
Aeaemblerr Excellent Income to assemble 
products  from  your   home.   504-646-1700 
Pep! P6255  
CASEY'S IS HIRING 
Al shirts -- flexible schedules 
1026 N Main St.. BG. 
Earn $3.00 per envelope stuffing  Established 
tirm Send 2 lerge stamped envelopes to 
XT Distributors 
PO Box 408 
Pine Beech. NJ 08741 
EBSCO Telephone Service is looking lor peo- 
ple who want lo reach their potential Cceege 
students, homemakars. retirees, snd people 
who want to supplement their currant Income 
are al welcome Qualifications good speaking 
voice, enthusiastic, dependable, nigh work 
ethic Co-op end internships avalabte $4 25 
per hour pkja commission Earn extra holiday 
money now. Interviews Mon-Frl after 4:00pm. 
113 N Mssn. next to David's Del. We are en 
EOE looking for quality customer service repre- 
aentativee. 
Part-time. Fun-time 
Business Management opportunity with a com- 
pany number one m Its Industry. Send resume 
to Personnel Director. 5151 Monroe St., Sun* 
240. Toledo, OH 43823 
SEMESTER BREAK 
"Openings * 
Vector Marketing has special 2 lo 6 week 
work program May become part-time 
during classes   $810 start Al 
majors welcome Must interview now 
may begin Immediately, or start 
after finale Cal 1-535-3836 
FOR SALE 
1980  AMC  Concord    Auto,  clean,  rune 
good   $800 00. obo   352 4974  
1982 Chevy Melbu Station Wagon, new Urea, 
exhauet. battery. 70.000 rnaee Cal Matt 
364-6704. leave maneo* 
ATTENTION DESIGN MAJORS 
FOR SALE - FULL SIZE DRAFTING TABLE 
GREAT FOR OFF CAMPUS 
$65 NEGOTIABLE 
 CALL LAURA ■ 364-6904  
BASEBALL CARD COLLECTION 
MANY NEW AND OLD 
CALL FOR DETAILS 
SHAWN, 372-1476 
MAC PLUS. KEYBOARD MOUSE. MAC CAR- 
RYING CASE $450 CALL ED 354-5822 
Nordics ski bools. while/gray, ladles 
EUS/LS6. brand new. $76. 372-7078 day. 
352-0846 evening 
Ovation electric gutter. Lea Paul style, red. new 
with hard case Strap a atrap look* $325 or 
bealofler Phone 352-5934  
Quick sale needed 3 bdr.. 2 bathe Mobile 
home on rented COUNTRY lot Contact Ruth 
Anne Kramer. Century 21. AA Green Realty 
352 5331 or 352-0110  
WATERBED 
$120 or beet offer Ful size, exceaenl condi- 
tion, heater, wood headboard with ahefvea end 
mirror Cal 353-5301  
Waterbed King size, very good coricWon, 
$350 00 negotiable Cal 352-6133 
FOR RENT 
•-Now I easing■■ 
Summer S Fan 1092-93 Leaaea 
Large assortment to choose from 
Stop by 319 E. Wooeter 
(across from Taco Bel) 
lor ssllng brochure a speak with our 
Irlenoty slat! or call 354-2280 
John Nowtoao Real Estate 
1 bedroom graduate apartment Cloae to cam- 
pus 352 4384 
2 bedroom, furnished apartmenta Al uhttlee 
Included except electric Available after 
December graduation Cal 352-7454. 
APARTMENT SALE   APARTMENT SALE 
1 bdrm. unfum. apt $275/mo Cloae to cam- 
pua    Cal   352-1442    OONT   WAJTI   CALL 
NOW 
Bedroom with private oath in owner occupied 
home, shared kitchen, quasi realdenflal area 4 
blocks from BGSU. $150 per month plus 
shsred    utilities     Call   352-3502    days. 
352-8224 nights Ask lor Tom 
Carly Rental! 
Listing available tor school year 1992-03. 
(Houses-Apts -Rooms) 
Office located at 316 E Merry #3 
 or phone 352-7365.  
Downtown apartment. 1 bedroom, very race 
Celng fan, AC. dishwasher $320 utl extra 
3623570  
Eft apt available in Dec Only 2 btocka horn 
University Rant $200 a month Inducing heal 
ng Cal 353-4374  
Graduate student needed to rant 1 bedroom 
apartment. Air oond.. dishwasher Close to 
campus Cat 353-3295  
Houses a Apartments 
Close to Campus 
For Summer 1902 a 1002-03 school year. 
1-267-3341 
Large 3 bedroom apt close lo rnmp-m $f,O0 4 
utilities per month Call 353-6348 or 
352-8880 
5:15 
1 tomato aijWeeaef f<x Spring. Own 
room Mouse cloae to campua. Nonamokera 
Cal 352-2312  
Own room in 2 bdrm houoa Qutet neighbor 
hood   Reasonable rent Cal 352-6766 
Room for '■male. Kitchen prrvetagee and own 
entrance   201 S College Dr CaH 352-34 72 
Roommafea wanted Spring and Summe* Mate, 
non-smoker, own room. Short term avatfabie 
$1 SO'monlf, ptuah utumea Lance 656-3064 
Roommatee Needed 
2nd Semeeter 
Mato or Female 
$l80 00aur*tve5 
Cal 352-8341 
VILLAGE QREEN APARTMENTS 
Mow leeeing. Summer & Fat '92'93 toaaes 
Spring toaaes for 1 S 2 bedroom furmsned A un 
furnished   Resident manager A rnaintanajnee 
Call 354-3533.       
Wanted 1 roommate, own bedroom, for Spring 
'92, 1 b*-CK sway from campus Only $135 per 
month C^ Jerry or Gary al 362-1148  
I WrWOC-So 
CAU* 7V*T6uf 
f-af "f Win 
-by J.A- Holmgren 
Hit or Swiss -by J. Gonzalez 

2    Friday, NovamMr 22. INI TM INSIDER 
Surreal Scott struggles with reality 
^•*ss*i«**«««*-*««r>ry>;y 
I AH THE WAY INTO THE 
CITY OF WOE. 
I AM THE WAY TO A FORSA- 
KEN PEOPLE. 
I AH THE WAY INTO ETER- 
NAL SORROW. 
The justice broker was secur- 
ing another deal. This one was 
for a minor felony. 
"Send htm to prison for a 
year," he said. "Give him a good 
scare." 
"Looks like you've got us by 
the balls again." The judge was 
compliant. He had to be. 
The broker grinned and lit a 
cigarette. The Judge put on his 
robe and walked out, leaving his 
balls on the table. 
SACRED JUSTICE MOVED HY 
ARCHITECT. 
I WAS RAISED HERE BY DI- 
VINE OHNIPOTENCE, 
PRIHORDIAL LOVE AND UL- 
TIMATE INTELLECT. 
He was a boy. He was having a 
good time. The cop chased him 
Into a deserted alley and blew 
him away. 
"He drew first. Did you see 
him?" 
"Uh...yeah." 
"Let's get out of here." 
But he wasn't blown away. He 
Zeb, the Anal-Retentive Hippie 
dragged himself to a hospital. 
After he was treated, they gave 
him to the cops. 
"You must have some kind of 
nerve, drawing on a police offi- 
cer." 
They threw him In Jail. 
In the Interrogation room, the 
£>DeKatch° 
^ ME IF YOU   <S 
By Scott DeKitch    ri 
cop put his hand on his gun, 
which was the size of his leg. 
"You don't want me to use this, 
do you?" 
A promise or a threat? 
"Now, why don't you tell me 
what really happened." 
The boy told his story. The cop 
wrote his own. 
"It looks like you're shit out of 
luck, son." The cop wiped the 
powdered sugar off his mouth 
and laughed. 
Jenny laughed, too. She had It 
In for the boy. She had the money 
and name to do him In. He was 
screwed like a cheap whore. 
So this Is somewhat allegorical. 
Just thought It would be a 
"neat" way of saying something 
about Justice in this twisted little 
farm hamlet/college town located 
some twenty miles south of 
Toledo. 
ONLY THOSE ELEMENTS TIME 
CANNOT WEAR 
WERE HADE BEFORE ME. 
AND BEYOND TIME I STAND. 
ABANDON ALL HOPE YE WHO 
ENTER HERE. 
In the year and a half that I 
have been blessed with the for- 
tune of living In this old town, 
things have become quite clear to 
me. Being a law-abiding citizen in 
Bowling Green has nothing to do 
with the law. It has to do with 
buying, selling, and abusing the 
law like some Illicit drug. 
When allegations of a falsified 
police report surfaced a while 
back, I was not too surprised. 
After all, It's about the umpteen 
millionth time something like that 
has happened here. Not the first 
time TV news cameras came. Not 
the first time the power has ig- 
nored the Indiscretions of Its 
boorish own. 
Not the first time they've swept 
It under a rug, waiting for It to 
fester and be forgotten. Waiting 
for the grime to breed more hate. 
But will this be forgotten? Or 
will something of this magnitude 
deteriorate Into an Invisible 
vapor that we all must breathe? If 1 
the cosmic warlords of the planet 
Bowling Green keep sweeping, 
they may Just lift the rug to find a 
big mess. 
This mess has been accumulat- 
ing for quite some time. And, for 
quite some time. "Insurgent" re- 
bel alliances have been firing a 
powerful barrage at the founda- 
tions of the cosmic warlords' cas- 
tles. The walls rattle. 
And the Cosmic Warlord King 
flees to a foreign land (bad poetry 
In hand). 
Tread softly as you go through 
this world, keeping In mind that 
bad poetry. Big Brother, and 
cosmic warlords make for a 
world of dung. 
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by the  Tims Funk and Hustmyer 
Insldor/Hmher Dunowoy 
FEARSOME FOURSOME I Groovemmster s Don Morrow, liquid Alices Josh Kocermr, the Esctped Fetml Pigs' D. Simon 
Luke, andU,e Merry to Men , Mn Ok to*,, over The Inside «me«. 
TkamuKi Friday.  HovamDar 27. 1981    8 
Homeward bound 
Fifteen local acts set to perform at homeless benefit tomorrow night 
by J. David Smith 
contributing peon 
InridM/Juhet Bolmg 
KISS OF THE SP1DF.RWOMAN: Charlotte's Webb - featuring vocalist/guitarist 
Charlotte Swenson - will perform at the second annual Home-Aid Festival 
tomorrow night 
If you think you hear the walls 
of the Northeast Commons com- 
ing down tommorow night, they 
probably are. 
WBGU-FM and The Homeless 
Awareness Project are sponsor- 
ing the second annual Home-Aid 
Original Music Festival, a slam- 
mln', Jamtnln' event that will 
raise money to benefit the home- 
less In Wood County. 
According to Dave Marlnlk, 
one of the organizers of Home- 
Aid and member of the band 
Pogeybalt, the event Is Intended 
to provide funds and promote 
awareness of the homeless prob- 
lem. 
"Basically, our goal is to raise 
more money than we did last 
year," he said. "We would like to 
see people become more aware 
of the problem." 
Last year's Inaugural event 
raised S750. Marlnlk said that 
the money Is given to The Link 
and used to provide shelter for 
the Wood County homeless. 
"The money provided 200 
homeless Individuals a one night 
stay In a shelter," Marlnlk said. 
The benefit concert will feature 
Armadillo. Black Minds of Music, 
Charlotte's Webb, The Escaped 
Fetal Pigs, Gone Daddy Finch, 
Tom Gorman, Liquid Alice, the 
Merry Can Men, Opiate of the 
Masses. Mind Power. Splderfoot. 
This Year's Fad. Derek Wolfgram, 
Ton and Pogeybalt. 
Artls Moore, a member of 
Black Minds of Music, said that 
playing at the benefit Is a great 
way to express concern toward 
the subject. 
"Doing a concert like this sheds 
light on the Issue (of homeless- 
ness)." he said. "(The concert) 
keeps attention on the subject." 
Black Minds member Danny 
Gray said that, although many 
students are not from this area, 
they should all still help as much 
as they can. 
"Black Minds think much of 
putting back Into the city what 
we take from It," he said. 
Gray said that although It isn't 
possible to completely eliminate 
the problem, people can help If 
they are aware of It. 
"Maybe then you'll get people 
to give a f *ck," he said. 
Contributions of food and 
clothing will be accepted at the 
concert. All hell breaks loose at 7 
p.m. on November 23. Admis- 
sion Is three dollars and all are 
encouraged to attend. 
LEAVE JFK ALONE : We've mourned too long 
Death Is a serious topic. The 
death of President John F. Ken- 
nedy, who was assassinated 28 
years ago today, Is not a matter to 
be taken lightly. But for some. It 
seems the discussion of his death 
Is equal to a night at the movies. 
Entertainment at Its best? Not 
quite. 
The publicity that has sur- 
rounded Kennedy's death Is get- 
ting old. Really old. 
Kennedy Is dead and burled. 
Why can't people Just leave It 
that way? 
Why must the American public 
bring his death Into the spotlight 
over and over and over? All the 
controversy, publicity and scan- 
dal seems to be Just for kicks. No 
one ever seems to stop and think 
about the pain that this probably 
brings to the Kennedy family. 
Whether they are famous or not 
doesn't matter - they grieve for 
their loved ones Just the same. 
How many people, famous or 
not, would want their loved-ones' 
deaths plastered all over tabloids, 
television and radio decades after 
their death? Every time the death 
Is brought up, the pain Increases. 
This week has been a carnival 
of Kennedy theorizing. It's ob- 
noxious. 
Perhaps I notice the hype of 
Kennedy's death more than I do 




* KING i l .BY WENDY M. KING 
************ 
blclzed deaths because I have a 
personal link to this day: It's my 
birthday. 
Every year, save those In 
which November 22 falls on 
Thanksgiving (thank God the 
media has the tact to let the holi- 
day keep the spotlight), there Is 
talk, debate, reminiscing and 
new theories about the death of 
Kennedy. It's kind of a downer, If 
you know what I mean. 
I Imagine It's a downer for the 
Kennedy family, too. 
I'm not the insensitive one here 
- America Is. The entire nation 
has been dehumanized and de- 
sensitized from reality by the vio- 
lence that permeates our society. 
It Is the violence and the blood 
- JFK's brains splattered on Jac- 
queline's dress - that makes 
Americans continually revive his 
death and repetitively replay that 
famed film. Thanks to Holly- 
wood, we see blood and gore and 
violence as entertainment. 
America should wake up. Ken- 
nedy's death caused national 
grief for years, even decades. It 
still brings tears to many who 
witnessed It on television, 
through the storefronts, or In 
school. It was not filmed for the 
entertainment Industry, and 
shouldn't be seen that way. 
Sure, Kennedy was a great 
man, a great president - but he's 
dead. We should let the past go 
and let the man rest In peace. 
Wendy U. King Is a senior Eng- 
lish major from Northwood, 
Ohio, and Is NOT. contrary to 
some people's beliefs, a heart- 
less, Insensitive bitch. 
University Village 
& 
University Courts Apts. 
are now renting 
• 9-month and 12-month leases 
• One and two bedroom apartments 
• Heat, water, cooking, and sewer included 
• Central air 
• No pets please 
EARLY BIRD SPECIALS 
_ ™v~»., .»,«    Clough & Mercer 
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Merry Cat Mci? offer acoustic country fup 
With a warm feeling In their hearts and 
a twang In their souls, the Merry Can Men 
are an acoustic duo with an eclectic 
sound and a flair for fun. 
Slnger/gultarist Iain Ellis and drummer 
Denny Austin blend their love of con* 
temporary rock music with folk, rockabi- 
lly and country styllngs and flowing vocal 
harmonies, which Ellis describes as an 
"alternative country shuffle style." 
At first playing In a duo was a novel 
Idea for Austin and Ellis, who had pre- 
viously played together In local quintets 
the Sygn and Karma Kanlx. 
"It's really cool to have Just two peo- 
ple," Austin said. "Iain and I are really 
laid back and I like harmonies." 
"After Karma 
Kanlx, I Just 
started thinking 
about what I 
wanted to do 
musically." Ellis 
said. "And I 
was listening to 
quite a lot of, 








I like, contemp- 
orary 80s 
bands, were 
also using coun- 
try music as a 
. kind of fusion," he added. 
The group performs mostly original 
songs but these varied Influences often 
lead to covers that range from the Violent 
Femmes to the Scottish folk band the Pro- 
clatmers to the Everly Brothers. 
"It's that kind of rockabilly that I'm In- 
terested In - a kind of country- billy." Ellis 
said. 
The Merry Can Men have had a regular 
Wednesday night spot at Easy Street Cafe 
In downtown BG for the past six months. 
The Wednesday night performances 
draw a moderate but ever enthusiastic 
crowd that undoubtedly enjoys the 
group's foot-stomping spirited wit as 
much as their music. 
"It's hard to build up a following on 
Wednesday nights, but It's getting bet- 
ter," Austin said. 
Other local music mavens like the 
Shanty Digs and Derek Wolfgrarn often 
make guest appearances on Wednesdays, 
as well. 
The Brltlsh-bora Ellis, a doctoral can- 
didate In American Studies, discussed the 
state of music and being a musician In 
BG. 
"It's really a very healthy music 
scene," he said. "But It saddens me that 
so many people are still chained to that 
60s, 70s classic rock cover scene." 
Ellis said one reason he enjoys playing 
with the Merry Can Men Is the upbeat 
nature of the harmonies as well as "Just 
GUV DOi Iain Ellis and Denny Austin or"(At Merry Can Men. 
the humor of It." 
"You don't go Into writing and perform- 
ing original music to make money. You do 
It because artistically you want to express 
yourself- and (for) the pure pleasure of 
It." he said. 
"I'm not a good musician. I've never 
claimed to be." Ellis said. "I'm more In- 
terested In songwrltlng than learning my 
instrument." 
The Merry Can Men will be performing 
at tomorrow night's Home-Aid concert, a 
show that Ellis strongly supports. 
"It's a wonderful Idea on so many 
different levels," he said. "It's obviously 
socially beneficial. But It's also a good 
forum to see local, original music." A/^ 
SOUNDS OF TRUTH i Unda Gtirney. Mike Nemeth. Bruce MacLaughlln. 
and Damon Arlerbrldge otGroovemasler. 
(Jrooveipster fiijds tip' roots 
It may seem unlikely that a musical 
style born In the warm climes of the Car- 
ibbean would take hold In the frigid con- 
fines of BG, but that's exactly what 
Groovemaster, a local reggae combo, has 
done. 
Drummer/vocalist Gaylord Richardson 
and bassist Bruce MacLaughlln, a 1989 
University graduate, have been with the 
band since Its Inception In 1988. Guita- 
rist Mike Nemeth, a University senior, 
came aboard later In 1988 while vocalist 
Damon Arlerbrldge and keyboardist Don 
Morrow, who earned a master's degree 
from the University In 1990. Joined In 
1989. The final piece of the current 
Groovemaster puzzle arrived In 1990 
when keyboardist/vocalist Linda Gurney 
signed up. 
Groovemaster has gained a following 
by playing throughout Ohio. The biggest 
sign of their success so far has been Find- 
ing Our Roofs.the band's first release, 
which combines three originals with 
three covers of reggae and r&b tunes to 
create an Impressive debut. By combin- 
ing traditional reggae styles with a natu- 
ral American pop sound. Groovemaster 
strikes a balance which many bands as- 
pire to. 
"Our sound Is a product of all the 
members being American," Morrow ex- 
plained. "The Immediacy of our sound Is 
part of the American way of doing 
things." 
"We may play In a pop style, but we're 
a roots band," Arterbrldge said. 
Reggae Is finally catching on In Amer- 
ica, but It was previously overlooked be- 
cause of Its lyrics, which often deal with 
politics and the rights of the Individual, 
according to Richardson. 
"Reggae was a little too deep for record 
companies," he commented. 
"It's a revolution of the spirit, of think- 
ing." Nemeth said. 
Although the three covers (Third 
World's " 1865 (96 Degrees In the 
Shade)." Ray. Goodman. 4 Brown's "Spe- 
cial Lady," and Freddie McGregor's "Pro- 
phecy") are ear-pleasing. It's Groove- 
master's originals which truly stand out. 
"Let Go Me Will" uses a quotation from 
the Lord's Prayer ("Lead us not Into temp- 
tation...") to drive home Its message of 
equal rights. 
"The black man has rights," Arterbrl- 
dge said. "The song Is a way of saying, 
'Protect me as I go Into the world.'" 
The catchy "Mellnda" Is "a real old- 
fashioned pop formula," according to 
Morrow, who co-wrote the song with 
Nemeth. 
"It's about a shy guy who wants to 
meet a girl...but he doesn't know how to 
approach her." Morrow explained. 
"One Color" Is a call for racial unity 
written by Gurney. which, In her own 
words, "speaks out against racism and 
how stupid It Is." 
The album Is receiving radio play In 
Dallas, Detroit, Cincinnati, Colombus, and 
Toledo, as well as at the University's 
WBGU-FM. Groovemaster Is also working 
with FM Entertainment, a Dallas-based 
marketing firm which has gained the 
band contacts at both Atlantic and Rhino. 
As Groovemaster prepares for an ap- 
pearance at the Vermont Reggae Interna- 
tional Festival (one of the nation's largest) 
early next year, they remain focused on 
the mission of their music. 
"Our focus Is to educate people," Rich- 
ardson said. "It's not about books, per sc, 
but about grabbing as much Information 
about everyday life as you can." ^yC* 
SWINE SO FINE . D. Simon Luke. Fred Wright, and Mark Justice of the 
Escaped Fetal Pigs. 
[Escaped fetal Pigs brtyg Ipe tljc bacoij 
Dame fortune has glued together "the 
Joke that wouldn't die" - the conspiracy 
known locally as the Escaped Fetal Pigs. 
Lead singer and senior computer-aided 
basket weaving (aka English) major. Fred 
Wright, describes EFP as an act that only 
gets better without practice and depend- 
' able apathy. 
"It was supposed to end two years 
ago." Wright said. He and amateur guita- 
rist Mark Justice, a graduate student 
majoring In Sexual Dysfunction (aka 
Popular Culture), founded EFP In 1989. 
Senior Poultry Management (aka Lib- 
eral Studies) major D. Simon Luke first 
saw the original EFP pair at the MDA 
Superdance two years ago. Luke told 
them. "I think you need a drummer," to 
which Wright replied, "OK, you're our 
drummer." 
EFP recruited senior Mortuary Science 
(aka Environmental Policy) major Jim 
Grant to attempt playing bass. With 
Wright faking harmonica and Luke's 5th 
grade drum lessons complimenting the 
strings, EFP began composing songs 
about food. 
The combo debuted with a pig's grace, 
In fall of 1990 at Good Tymes Pub with 
Toledo punk rock stars the Stain. 
A video filmed last year at Bostdorf s 
Hog Farm In Defiance, Ohio and an Im- 
promptu set on a Vermllllon, Ohio cable 
channel were both refused air time. As 
Grant explained, "The Vermllllon man- 
I ager said 'My name's not going on that'." 
Justice, who was absent from the Inter- 
I view to do big & tall underwear ads for 
I J.C. Penny's, contributes odes to Judy Jet- 
I son and Mr. Potato Head to the EFP reper- 
I tolre, along with his heavy metal In- 
I fluence. 
According to the band. Justice con- 
ceived the band's name In a wet dream 
and has recently begun to wear under- 
wear, perhaps to Impress J.C. Penny's. 
EFP enjoys garage sales, flea markets 
and sipping their official beer, Rolling 
Rock, to relieve the stress of stardom. 
The Pigs adore how local audiences re- 
spond to their rock enigma - they've been 
pelted with pork rinds and spam several 
times. EFP encourages crowds to hug 
them during shows, demonstrating a 
lurid obsseslon with Morrlssey. 
While Wright attributes a "do-it- 
yourself ethos to their deconstructlve 
art. EFP Is loyal to Wright's Clash In- 
fluence and Luke's love of the Goo Goo 
Dolls. 
EFP hopes to ring In the new year with 
their first CD release. Salt Lick Loving. 
The album will Join Squeal'andDevff's 
Food, a pair of 1990 cassette-only 
releases In the EFP dlscography. Other 
events on their agenda Include a bowling 
match against Gone Daddy Finch and a 
"Pig Karaoke" night. 
When questioned about the effects of 
stardom on their lives, EFP responded 
variably. 
"I now realize how worthless and 
lonely I am." Luke lamented. 
"I realize how much better we are than 
everybody," Grant said. 
"It made me realize what a Joke rock-n- 
roll Is." Wright explained. "Anyone can 
do It." 
EFP will appear at Home Aid on Nov. 
23, at Howard's Club H on Dec. 3, and for 
"Porkapalooza" at Good Tymes Pub on 
Dec. 12. _/0 
%sl)Ockyalue of Liquid Alice 
Lee Kohler likes to shock people. And 
his bandmates In Liquid Alice don't mind 
playing along. 
Some people are taken aback by Koh- 
ler's dramatic stage presence and acroba- 
tics, but he said. "If you let go on stage, 
everything seems to happen." 
"Some people get scared," Kohler add- 
ed. "They think I might be really mean 
because of how I look on stage." 
The colorful lead singer said he had 
originally wanted a solo situation because 
he didn't want to deal with other people's 
egos. 
"I didn't care what It was Just as long as 
I was in control." Kohler said. 
Guitarist Billy Hanway agrees. "We all 
THEY'LL MAKE YOU WET   Billy Hanway. Lee Kohler. Josh Kocevar. and 
John Hubble of Liquid Alice. The cat's name Is Joshua. 
us," Kohler said. 
Though the rythmn section said they 
didn't necessarily like the comparison. 
Hanway said, "I like the label because It's 
a good way to break the (gender) rules." 
"I don't want to be In an orthodox 
band," Hanway added. "It's harder to be 
special and different and I'm glad that we 
are." 
Kohler added that he believes the at- 
mosphere at the University and In the 
community Inhibits freedom of expres- 
sion. To challenge this, he said he will 
perform in drag at Home Aid tommorrow 
night. 
"People are afraid to express them- 
selves...and that's what the drag show Is all 
about," Kohler 
said. "I want to 
do It Just for the 
pure shock val- 
ue of It all. It's 
one of the 
biggest chances 
we've taken so 
far." 
Liquid Alice 
has taken a few 
chances with 
music, as well 
as Image, by 
playing songs 
from the darker 




One Is about a 
have some say In (choosing songs), but ul- 
timately It come* down to Lee. If he can 
sing It, we can do It." 
Bassist Josh Kocevar and drummer 
John Hubble round out the quartet. 
Kohler and Kocevar came up with the 
name Liquid Alice when the band formed 
last November. 
"(The name) doesn't really mean any- 
thing," Kocevar said. "My only hope Is 
that It shocks people." 
Fellow local musician Iain Ellis of the 
Merry Can Men once described Liquid 
Alice as "a seventies-style glitter 
rock/gender-bender" band. 
"I guess that description has come the 
closest to the way I want people to see 
murderer, the other Is about Alzheimer's 
patients. Kohler, the band's lyricist, said 
he would never write a love song. He 
credited Kocevar with most of the In- 
strumental compositions, but said that 
each band member contributed. 
In addition, Liquid Alice covers songs 
by Joy Division, Ministry. Echo and the 
Bunnymen, Killing Joke and Smashing 
Pumpkins, among others. 
Kocevar admitted the band's overall 
tone Is dark. "And that's how I want It to 
come across." he said. "Bauhaus Is one of 
my biggest Influences." 
"I think a happy song would even 
sound darker If we did It." Kocevar con- 
cluded. "It becomes a Liquid Alice song." V 
■   Friday. ■ovimMr 22.1H1 TMIUBEI 
Liar, liar. Dr. Dave's pants are on fire 
by Dav* laiklnd 
Incredible College ol Musicol Knowledge 
Good golly! Over 100 of you 
wrote in to DR. DAVE'S BIG 
QUIZ. You worried about each 
answer, you tolled for days, you 
tormented yourselves by trying 
to figure out that one song 
what's-hls-naine sang, you took 
out your finest stationery and 
printed In your finest penman- 
ship and mailed In your entry. 
Then, you prayed each night that 
you would be the winner. 
On a lovely Tuesday BG even- 
ing In a thoroughly random (and 
secret) drawing, my ultra-patient 
assistant, Hershey (LK). selected 
all the winners. So. now you're 
wondering: Did I win, Dr. Dave? 
Well, hold your horses, I'll tell 
you In Just a second. Chill. First, 
let me give you all the correct an- 
swers (In the order: Number One 
song. Top Ten song. Top 40 
song): 
1982-Tonl Basil. A Flock of 
Seagulls. Foreigner; 1983-Dexy's 
Midnight Runners, Kajagoogoo, 
Billy Idol; 1984-Yes. Corey Hart. 
Howard Jones; 1985-Mr Mister, 
Sade, General Public, 1986-Steve 
Win wood, Wang Chung. Tlmbuk 
3; 1 987-Cuttlng Crew, The Geor- 
gia Satellites, U2, 1988-Bobby 
McFerrin, Whitney Houston, LL 
CoolJ; 1989-MII1I Vanllll.The 
B-S2's. Van Halem 1990-Stnead 
O'Connor. Deee-Llte, Depeche 
Mode; and 1991 Extreme, Chris 
Isaak. The Black Crowes. 
And, the winners are (Are you 
ready?):THE FIRST PLACE WIN- 
NER IS (drum roll please) TONY 
OATHAN. Way to go. Tony. You 
win (get this) S10 at Easystreet 
Cafe, 5 promo tapes from Finders 
Records and Tapes, 4 music 
magazines from Grounds for 
Thought, 2 1 -lb. steaks from 
Kroger'», (take a deep breath and 
then read on) S10 at McDonald's, 
a 14 Inch one Item Myles pizza, 
BG squeeze bottle from Student 
Book Exchange, 2 video rentals 
from Video Spectrum, and a pass 
for two lo Woodland Mall Cine- 
mas. Whew! And, as If that ain't 
enough, you get an OFFICIAL Dr. 
Congratulations 
to the 1991-92 Who's Who Among 
Students In American 
Universities and Colleges 
Recipients 
Lisa Aracaro Diane Malbone 
Nilabhra Bhattacharya Heather Maraczi 
Todd Breitmann Heather Marshall 
Scott Allen Cain Ashley Matthews 
Anne Carleton Lisa Maxwell 
Scott Chamberlain Conor Mclntyre 
Rawlyn Cook Steve Novak 
Tracy Cottle Rebecca Oliver 
William Davidson Alayne Passiatore 
Jeff Derr Cheryl Pelc 
Lisa Foster Everhart Cynthia Louise Pesch 
Ben Feinstein Scott Plickert 
Audrey Flowers Julie Poore 
Kimberly Graf Cynthia Rengert 
Ann Margaret Graney Kelly Lou Revill 
Lisa Guld Kate Ruffing 
Mark Hanley Any Schaechterl 
Angela Holthaus Kelly Schaefer 
Beth Hutchins Stacey Sharp 
Jane Jostpille Tammy Sharpe 
Christine Kendzora Terrence Stolly 
Robert Killius Gregory Valandingham 
Amy Kotnik Kelly Warner 
Terri Kringen Melinda Whalen 
Lance Lomano Jennifer Yetzer 
Dave diploma. What a harvest o' 
prizes! 
The second place winner Is 
Carolyn McCrate, who will 
receive $ 10 at Easystreet, 2 
McDonald's Big Macs, a BG 
squeeze bottle from SBX, 2 rent- 
als from Video Spectrum, and 2 
Woodland Mall Cinemas passes. 
A veritable slew of prizes for 
you, Carolyn. Our third place 
winner Is Marti Cummlngs who 
has earned 2 Big Macs, a BG 
squeeze bottle, 2 video rentals, 
and 2 movie passes. A bounty of 
presents for Marti. 
Our fourth, fifth and sixth 
prize winners will all be receiv- 
ing 2 Big Macs, a BG squeeze bot- 
tle, and 2 movie passes. Those 
winners are Tiffany Trenor, Wil- 
liam Ketelhut. and Mark Matu- 
slak. Fine performance, y'all. 
Dr. Dave's seventh through 
tenth place winners all will be 
munching on two Big Macs each. 
Those hungry folks are Debbie 
Lutz, Monnl Telfer, Ron Sterba, 
and Brian Fritz. 
A big thanks goes out to all the 
fine BG merchants who helped 
sponsor this bountiful quiz. Also, 
thanks to all you dedicated 
readers who sent In entries (even 
though you didn't win. HA HA 
HA!). 
To enter this week's quiz, send 
your entry with your name, ad- 
dress, phone number, and what 
f you're thankful for to "Dr. Dave's 
Quiz,' c/o 214 West Hall or 
plunk It In the splendid wooden 
box In 210 West Hall before 8 
a.m., Wed. Dec. 4. 1991. 
Yes. It's true. Our quiz Is much 
smaller this week. But, It's no lie 
that Dr. Dave wants you to re- 
member these songs. Our salute 
to factualMes and falsehoods fol- 
lows: 
Freshman level-One point 
each. 
1 Who hit the Top Five In 1986 
with "True Blue? " 
2.Who hit the Top Five In 1985 
with "Would I Ue You?" 
Sophomore level-Two points 
each. 
3 Who hit Number One In 
1986 with "True Colors?" 
4 Who hit the Top 20 In 1989 
with "Little Liar?" 
Junior level-Three points each. 
5. Who hit Number One In 
1982 with "Truly?" 
6 What band hit the Top Five 
In 1987 with "Little Lies?" 
Senior level-Four points each. 
7.What British band's biggest 
hit was 1983s 'True?" 
8 What band hit the Top 10 In 
1989 with "Don't Tell Me Lies?" 
Graduate level-Five points 
each. 
9.In late 1987, what 'new' 
British band hit the Top 40 for 
their only time with "True 
Faith?" 
10. What 1970s superstar hit 
the Top 40 In 1991 with "Lyln' 
To Myself?" 
If you're this week's winner, 
you'll be listening to a FREE 
promtlonal cassette courtesy of 
our friends at Finders Records 
And Tapes, located at 128 N. 
Main. YOU Just might be the 
winner — I ain't lying. 
Rock gossip 
BIG GIG: Tabula Rasa, 
Cleveland's self-titled "funk 
n' roll" band will funk you 
up and roll you down at 
Easy Street Cafe tonight and 
tomorrow night. With their 
mixture of reggae, funk, 
blues, and rock. Tabula 
Rasa has Jammed every- 
where from Atlanta to 
Cleveland. Now they're set 
to hit BG. Dig. 
THE MATERIAL YOU: Po- 
lygram Records recording 
artists Material Issue will be 
performing with Crossed 
Wire Friday. November 29. 
at Frankle's, 308 Main St.. 
Toledo. Material Issue Is 
best known for "Valerie 
Loves Me." their roaring 
college guitar anthem fea- 
tured on their debut 
album,International Pop 
Overthrow. 
HA HA: This weekend, 
Frankle's hosts Touch n' Go 
recording artists the Laugh- 
ing Hyenas, with Clnclnat- 
tl's Roundhead, and Tole- 
do's own Foil tonight. 
Tomorrow night, The Dif- 
ference from Ann Arbor 
will blow your minds, with 
In Fear Of Falling, a NY- 
based group. 
ROUIDUP: The BG rock 
scene Is real happenln' this 
weekend - Tonight: The 
Love Cowboys bring their 
posse to Good Tymes Pub. 
Both nights: Excallbcr rocks 
Jax Club California, Rlzzo 
reels Howard's Club H, and 
Yesterday's Jester rolls at 
Photographs. Tomorrow 
night: Cartoon Freezetag 
chills at Good Tymes. 
U.VJUMMMmAMrWMMMrl^ 
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1616 E WOOSTER-B.G. 354-7499 
ACROSS FROM BGSU STADIUM 
10 YEAR ANNIVERSARY PARTY ! 
FRI & SAT NOV22 & 23 
ULTIMATE CLASSIC ROCK 
BG's FINEST LIVE MUSIC CLUB 
VOICES IN MY HEAD 
Moment 
We mumbled up ihe stairs 
hampered by the darkness 
laughing 
a. we explained to your dog 
why we were dripping water 
on the tile floor 
We fled into your bedroom 
before we could wake up your mother 
with our laughter 
You stripped off your Mhirt 
tossed it in the corner 
and turned on the stereo 
while I -HI on your bed 
cloning my eyes 
to the lilting music 
You brought a towel to me 
knelt 
and gently rubbed it 
up and down my arnu 
warming me 
It thundered behind ua 
ii- you stood 
taking me with you 
The wind whistled 
and lightning flashed in the window 
you looked into my eyes 
a. you softly stroked my hair 
"I love you," you whispered 
tears streaming from my eyes 
focused on the pretty black-haired woman 
in the photograph 
on the desk behind you 
-Hilary Hudson 
t /in II I   hi iI in l inn 
Too lii.i Jim uiitl me 
ugrccd on Wall. 
on screaming, mid the pill, (of course) 
Kill Blv  wu- something else. 
Served three pounds of spaghetti, 
and huge Blv. deud in mail of an 
emptv aparlmenl.   Jamming forks full 
mill throwing jabs. Jim (track mr with Kinnell. 
clubbed me with My. 
I am lost. 
Hip deep in spaghetti (rrmains 
of broccoli on my plate) I 
found initiation, male trudition. 
I hadn't received the pleasure. 
My said a tribe in Africa 
sat bowls of brimming blood (not spaghetti) 
in front of boys.   Finding out. I slept through divorce 
and flew. 
Blv would huve me tried, 
stretch im passings until 
snapped buck 
not to break. 
I could not finish the spaghetti. 
-William Davidson 
Like Icnrii- 
i wanted to take a pin 
and burst you, sun 
feel your juice 
fall sticky down my arm 
like hot, orange soda 
then i remembered Icarus 
with his wax wings 
and his wanting 
and knew that i too 
could be tossed into the ocean, 
one of God's fallen. 
-D.I.. Miller 
vermin love 
on new  moon nights she sometimes healed 
the crimson lines scrawled on her hide 
but more often than not she cried 
in -cured electric guitar sipieuls 
this full moon night i did trespass 
under crime lights, through iron gates 
to common ground where struy dogs mate 
in asphalt pools of amber glass 
she hides here like she always did 
but quivering in silent stand 
she wipes her nose and slays her hand 
while blood moves through her -Inn eyelids 
then with eyes unlike u frightened hare's 
she stares me down and will not scare 
-Jason Holmgren 
yriiiiiliiin and her big, bad friend 
mothers never see the truth, 
didn't mother find it odd 
that you returned on sunday 
with stains on your crimson rupc 
and paw prints on your new 
blouse? 
did she look for rookie crumbs 
on your chin, milk tin your lip? 
riding hood, it's not your fault, 
grandma knew you were coming, 
maybe she was just sick of 
the milk and cookie routine, 
whatever the reason, she 
laughed under loo many sheets 
as you never look note of 
the fur coal in her closet 
or the size wolf snowshoe trucks 
embedded in her front lawn. 
-Marv E. Gilmore 
HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. Main 352-9951 
rj ■ Friday & Saturday 
rVlZZO      November 22 & 23 
18-20 Welcome 
$2.00 cover after 9:30 
21 and Over 
$1.00 cover after 9:00 
HOURS: 
Mon.-Sat.:    Noon 'III 2:30 a.m. 
Sunday:    2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m. 
* Mini-Pitchers Every Day -. 
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Carved Turkey with all the trimmings 
All you can eat only $5.95 
Located in the University 
Quantum 90 card accepted 
12-2 p.m. 
372-7947 or 372-7949 
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Rare book collection saves literary past 
by David Jmrth 
contfibultng wntet 
Whether you're researching to 
write the perfect paper or you 
Just had an aching to hold the 
first, limited edition of Lady Chat- 
terly's Lover (autographed by 0. 
H. Lawrence himself), then the 
University's Rare Book collection, 
located on the sixth floor of Jer- 
ome Library could have exactly 
what you're looking for. 
According to Lee McLalrd, cu- 
rator of rare books, the seeds of 
such a collection began long ago. 
At first, the only protection for 
valuable books was the use of 
locked cases. Over the decades 
there has been a tremendous 
growth In the process. Now all 
the University's rare books are 
housed on the sixth floor of the 
library. 
But what classifies as a "rare" 
book? A work must first meet at 
least one of the following criteria. 
These are: the book's monetary 
value, when It was printed, num- 
ber of copies In existence, which 
edition It Is and books with spe- 
cial physical characteristics such 
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McLalrd estimates there are 
approximately 10,000 rare 
books and special collections In 
the library. There Is something 
for everyone In the collection, 
from the researcher to the cur- 
ious literature buff. And it's all 
free and open for students and 
the public. 
"The Important thing Is that the 
books are here and they can be 
used (by anyone)," McLalrd 
commented. "We try to make 
them as acceslble as we can." 
Michael Mott, English profes- 
sor, used the rare books depart- 
ment for his research on theolo- 
gian Thomas Merlon The books 
he acquired helped speed up his 
research considerably. 
CINEMARK  THEATRES 
roareA5we 
18 & over with valid ID 
at tfj&u 
Monday Nites 
The Cutting Edge 
of Rock 
ADMIT ONE 382-1876 Doors open at 8pm 
CINEMA 5 
H34 It. Kola Si. 3S4-055I , 
PEOPLE UNDER THE STAIRS R 1:10 
A Wes Craven F*n 
A0DAI6 FAULT PC II mo, 1:00. SOi, 7:15. 9 20 
R*J tto s Anoefc Huston tt 
CURLY SUE PG  1:05, 3:00. 5:00. 7:0S, 
9:00 James Bekjshi   * * 
PARADISE PQ13 3:05,5:10,7:20 
Melanie Gnffrth & Don Johnson * * 
BILLY BATHQATE 1:00,0:25 
DusonHoHmanANJcoleKjdman •* 
CAPE FEAR R 120. HO. 7:00,1:10 Room Demo Met 
NOB*. Jmca Lrnot a Msm Scones* Fie 
lime MAN T»Ti rO 1:10,3:10,5:10, 
7:10 Jodie FoslSf » Dunne W«st 
IT7KTH 
P1EBES by LT. Hor ten 
"Certainly I would say that the 
rare books collection Is a valuable 
resource," Mott commented. He 
also praised the library's Interll- 
brary loan system. 
Paul Yon. director for center of 
archival collections, takes pride 
In the collection. 
"Considering the limited 
amount of funds for this project, 
there's a lot to be proud of (In the 
collection)," Yon said. 
The oldest book In the collec- 
tion Is a partial text from the Old 
Testament that was published In 
Germany In 1497. McLalrd could 
not estimate which work Is the 
most valuable. 
"However, I do feel Walt 
Whitman's first edition of Leaves 
of Grass Is definitely up there," 
she said. 
Most of the collection was built 
through donations by alumni and 
faculty. A large purchase Is 
planned for February which will 
substantially Improve the poetry 
section, McLalrd said. 
"We will continue to seek out 
Individuals with private collec- 
tions, and continue to accept do 
nations or buy works to enrich 
the collection." Yon said. 
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The cover, page two. and 
Liquid Alice were photographed 
by Heather Dunaway. Page three. 
Merry Can Men, and Escaped Fe- 
tal Pigs were photographed by Ju- 
liet Bollng. Groovemaster was 
photographed by April Clark. 
Thanx guys! 
The Toll 
Slicks and Stones and 
Broken Bones 
GeiTcn 
Every year, thousands of 
Midwestern bands choose 
arena rock-style metal as 
their medium of choice. 
Many of these outfits floun- 
der, but now and then, a 
band comes along that 
knows what to do with 
those empassloned vocals 
and ready-for-TV guitar 
Zeppellnlsms. The Toll 
proves they're Just such a 
band onStlcks and Stones 
and Broken Bones. 
This Colombus, Ohio- 
based crew has a flair for 
the rockers, as "Tongue- 
Tied River" and "Boys Are 
Bustln' Bricks" proudly 
attest, while "Never 
Enough" shows that they're 
not too grizzled for balla- 
dry. Like most budding 
arena-rockers, they some- 
times bite off more than 
they can chew lyrically. 
They fumble with racism on 
"Colorblind" but lampoon 
the Land of the Free on 
"American Mess." 
Arena-rockers take heart, 
the Toll has produced a 
loudly-ringing affirmation 
of a distinctly American 
form. 
■ Frank Esposlto 
CLA-ZEL THEATRE 
N.  MAIN BOWLING GREE.N PH.   353-1361 
Hidden Realms 
COMICS • GAMES • BOOKS 
126 W. Woostor St. 353 5586 
Open: Monday thru Saturday 12-6 
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